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The Phnom Penh Survey: A Study on Urban Poor Settlements in Phnom Penh

ប្រតិបតិតិសង្ខេប

	 ក្រោយរោរដួលរលំនៃរបបខ្មែរ្្រហមនាឆ្នា ១ំ៩៧៩	 ្បជាជៃ្រនានុងទី្្ររុងភនាំកេញ	 មាៃៃិនានា រោរក្រីៃក�ងី	
បៃ្ិចម្ងៗ	 រមួមាៃ	 អនា្រក្វីមាតនុភូមិៃិវត្ៃ៍របស់អតីត្បជាេលរដ្ឋទី្្ររុងភនាំកេញ	 ្្រួសារជៃកភៀស្្ួៃ្្រួសារ	
គ្មែ ៃទីជ្ម្រ	 ៃិង្្រួសារ	ចំណា្រ្សរុ្រេីជៃបទ្សរុ្រខ្ស-ចមាកា របាៃចូលម្រតាងំទីលំកៅ្រនានុងតំបៃ់នានា្រនានុងទី្្ររុង
ភនាំកេញ។	្បជាជៃ	បាៃចូលម្ររស់កៅ្រនានុងទី្្ររុងជាបៃ្បនាទា ប់	កហយីសំណង់អាគ្រ្តរូវបាៃរោៃ់រោប់កោយ្្រួសារ	
ម្រមនុៃមាៃអាទិភាេបាៃផទាទះសានា ្រ់កៅមនុៃ	 ្ណៈ្្រួសារខដលម្រក្រោយបាៃក្រោយ	 ចំខណ្រ្្រួសារម្រក្រោយក្	
ៃិង្្រួសារ្្រី្្រ	 បាៃតាងំលំកៅោ្ឋ ៃ	 ្រនានុងតំបៃ់្្ីរ្្រកៅ្រនានុងទី្្ររុង	 ចាប់តាងំេីចនុងទសវត្សរឆ៍្នា 	ំ ១៩៨០	 1	 	 ម្រ។	
បច្នុប្បៃនា	ទី្្ររុងភនាំកេញ	មាៃ្បជាជៃសរនុប្បមាណ១,៦	លាៃនា្រ់	្រនានុងកនាទះបូ្ររមួជាមួយ្បជាជៃ្្ីរ្្រខដលតាងំ
ទីលំកៅ្រនានុងតំបៃ់្្ីរ្្រជាក្ចីៃ្រខៃ្ងកទៀត។		

	 រោរសិ្រសា្សាវ្ជាវសំខាៃ់ៗជាក្ចីៃ្តរូវបាៃក្វីក�ងីកៅកលីទីតាងំលំកៅឋាៃ្្ីរ្្រទាងំកៃទះ	 ្រនានុងកនាទះមាៃ	
ដូចជា		រោរសិ្រសាអំេី“សាថា ៃភាេនៃរោរតាងំទីលំកៅរបស់ជៃ្្ីរ្្រ្រនានុងទី្្ររុងភនាំកេញនៃ្បកទស្រម្នុជា”		របស់សហេ័ៃ្ធ	
សាម្្ីសហ្មៃ៍្្ីរ្្រ		(SUPF)	នាឆ្នា 	ំ១៩៩៧	។	បនាទា ប់ម្រមាៃរោរសិ្រសាមួយកផ្សងកទៀត	ក្វីក�ងីកោយអង្រោរ	
សមា្មធាងកតានា ត(STT)ក្រោម្បធាៃបទ	 	 “រោរអកងកាតេីតំបៃ់្្ីរ្្រ	 	 ្រនានុង្ណ្ឌ ទាងំ៨	 នៃទី្្ររុងភនាំកេញ”		
ខដលបាៃ	 កបាទះេនុម្ផសាយ្រនានុងឆ្នា ២ំ០០៩	 កហយីថមែីៗកៃទះ	 ្រ៏មាៃរោរសិ្រសាមួយស្ីអំេី	 “រោរវាយតនម្ភាេ្្រី្្រ្រនានុង	
រាជធាៃីភនាំកេញ”	 ខដលបាៃក្វីក�ងីកោយសាលារាជធាៃីភនាំកេញ្រនានុងឆ្នា ២ំ០១២។	 រោរសិ្រសាទាងំកៃទះបាៃ្បមូល	
ៃូវេ័ត៌មាៃ្បជាសាសស្មូលោ្ឋ ៃរបស់	 ្្រួសារៃិងសហ្មៃ៍្្ីរ្្រ្រនានុងទី្្ររុង	 ខដលេ័ត៌មាៃទាងំកនាទះក្្តកលី	
រោរបកណ្ញកចញ	 ៃិងរោរ្ំរាម្រំខហងបកណ្ញកចញ	 រោរផ្ល់	 ប័ណ្ណ្រមមែសិទ្ធិដី្្ី	 ៃិងរោរចាត់ថ្នា ្រ់្បកភទដី្្ី	
្េមទាងំល័្រ្ខ្័ណ្ឌ សង្ម-កសដ្ឋ្ិរច្ទូកៅផងខដរ។	

	 លទ្ធផលរ្រក�ញីសំខាៃ់ៗេីរោរសិ្រសា្សា្ជាវរបស់សម្័ៃ្ធSUPF	 ខដលបាៃក្វីកៅកលីតំបៃ់តាងំទីលំកៅ	
ចំៃួៃ	 ៣៧៩	 ទីតាងំបាៃបង្ហា ញថ្	 ភា្ក្ចីៃនៃ្្រួសារ្្រី្្រ	 ្រនានុងទី្្ររុង្រំេនុងរស់កៅ្រនានុងតំបៃ់	 សហ្មៃ៍	
្្រី្្រទាងំកនាទះ	 បាៃម្រតាងំទីលំកៅដំបូងបង្អស់	 កៅអំ�នុងឆ្នា 	ំ ១៩៧៩	 ដល់ឆ្នា 	ំ ១៩៨៨	 (្ួរ្រត់សម្ាល់ថ្	
រោរអកងកាតកៃទះក្វីក�ងីកៅ្រនានុងឆ្នា 	ំ ១៩៩៧	 )	 	 ខដលកសវា្រមមែមូលោ្ឋ ៃមាៃរោរ្វទះខាតយ៉ា ង្្ងៃ់្្ងរ	 កហយីរោរ	
បកណ្ញកចញ	 ឬរោរ្បឈមជាមួយរោរខដល្តរូវបកណ្ញកចញ	 ជាបញ្ហា មួយស្មាប់្្រួសារចំៃួៃ	 ៣៣%	 ។	
ជាមួយគ្នា កៃទះ	 “រោរអកងកាតេីតំបៃ់្្ីរ្្រ្រនានុង្ណ្ឌ ទាងំ៨	 នៃរាជធាៃីភនាំកេញ”	 ខដលបាៃក្វីក�ងីកោយអង្រោរ	
សមា្មធាងកតានា ត	 ្រនានុងឆ្នា ២ំ០០៩	 បាៃរ្រក�ញីតំបៃ់លំកៅឋាៃ្្ីរ្្រចំៃួៃ	 ៤១០ទីតាងំ	 ៃិងបាៃបក្្ញៃូវ	
របាយរោរណ៍	 ស្ីេីចលនា្្ស់ប្ូរចម្បងនៃ្្រួសារ្្រី្្រតាងំទីលំកៅ្រនានុងទី្្ររុង	 ខដលបាៃ្្ស់ទីលំកៅកចញេី	

1  Fallavier, Pierre. (2007). ការចូលរមួជា End versus a Means ៖ ការស្វែងយល់ពីវដ្តនៃបញ្ហា នៅក្នុងការអភិវឌ្ឍកករុង។ (សារណាបណិ្ត) វទិ្យាសាថា ៃ 

បនចចេកវទិ្យាម៉ា សាឈូ្ិត នេមកពីជ ម៉ា សាឈូ្ិត។ (ទំ្ព័រ ៧១)
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្ណ្ឌ ខាង្រនានុងនៃទី្្ររុង	 កៅរោៃ់្ណ្ឌ កៅជាយទី្្ររុង	 (្ណ្ឌ )	 2	 កោយកៅ្រនានុងឆ្នា ១ំ៩៩៧	មាៃ្បជាជៃ្្ីរ្្រ្រនានុង	
្្ររុងភនាំកេញ	 ជិតពា្រ់្រណ្ាលបាៃរស់កៅ្រនានុង្ណ្ឌ ទី្បជនុំជៃ	 ប៉ានុខៃ្ចំៃួៃកៃទះបាៃធ្ា្រ់ម្រកៅជិតមួយភា្បួៃវញិ
្រនានុងឆ្នា ២ំ០០៩	។	រោរសិ្រសា្រ៏បាៃរ្រក�ញីផងខដរថ្	ជីវតិៃិង	ល័្រ្ខ្័ណ្ឌ រស់កៅ្រនានុង្ណ្ឌ 	ជាយទី្្ររុងតាមបណ្ា
តំបៃ់តាងំទីលំកៅថមែីខដល្តរូវបាៃបកងកាីតក�ងី	 បាៃជួប្បទទះរោរលំបា្ររោៃ់ខតខ្ាងំកបីក្បៀបក្ៀបៃឹងទី្រខៃ្ង	
ខដល្្រួសាររបស់េួ្រក្	 ធ្ាប់រស់កៅេីមនុៃ្រនានុង្ណ្ឌ 	 ទី្បជនុំជៃនៃទី្្ររុង	 ដូចជារោរលំបា្រ្រនានុងរោរក្វីដំកណីរកៅក្វី
រោរ	 កៅសាលាករៀៃ	ៃិងផសារ	 ្េមទាងំ្រងវទះៃូវ្បេ័ៃ្ធកហោ្ឋ រចនាសម្័ៃ្ធមូលោ្ឋ ៃផងខដរ។	រោរសិ្រសាស្ីេី	 “រោរវាយ
តនម្ភាេ្្ីរ្្រ្រនានុងរាជធាៃី	ភនាំកេញ”	 របស់សាលារាជធាៃីភនាំកេញ	បាៃក្វីរោរអកងកាតកលីទីតាងំចំៃួៃ៥១៦	 ខដល្តរូវ
បាៃ្រំណត់ថ្ជាសហ្មៃ៍្្ីរ្្រ្រនានុងទី្្ររុង។	 របាយរោរណ៍កៃទះបាៃបញ្ជា ្រ់ថ្	 មាៃ្្រួសារ្បជាជៃ៦០%	 ្រំេនុង
រស់កៅក្រោមខ្្សបនាទា ត់នៃភាេ្្ីរ្្រ	 កហយីតំបៃ់តាងំទីលំកៅទាងំកនាទះ្វទះខាតៃូវកហោ្ឋ រចនាសម្័ៃ្ធៃិងកសវា្រមមែ	
ដូចជា្បេ័ៃ្ធលូសម្សប(៣០%)	ៃិងកសវា្បមូលសំរាម	(៤០%)។	កទាទះជាយ៉ា ងណា្រ្ី	ទិៃនាៃ័យកៃទះមិៃ្តរូវបាៃ	
ខបងខច្ររវាង្ណ្ឌ 	 ទី្បជនុំជៃនៃទី្្ររុង	 ៃិង្ណ្ឌ 	 កៅជាយនៃទី្្ររុង	 ដូចរោរសិ្រសា្សាវ្ជាវមនុៃៗ	 ខដលបាៃ	
ក្វីក�ងីកនាទះកទ។	

	 ្រនានុងឆ្នា ២ំ០១៣	 អង្រោរសមា្មធាងកតានា តបាៃក្វីរោរសិ្រសាមួយក្រោម្បធាៃបទស្ីេី	 “រោរអកងកាត	
េីតំបៃ់្្ីរ្្រ	 ្រនានុងរាជធាៃីភនាំកេញ”	 ្រនានុងកគ្លបំណងកដីម្បកី្វីបច្នុប្បៃនាភាេ	 ៃិងបខៃថាមៃូវទិៃនាៃ័យថមែីៗកៅ្រនានុង	
រោរ្សាវ្ជាវមនុៃៗ	 ខដលទា្រ់ទងៃឹងតំបៃ់តាងំទីលំកៅ្្រី្្រ	 ្រនានុងទី្្ររុងភនាំកេញ	 ្េមទាងំបកងកាីតខផៃទីបច្នុប្បៃនា

2  េណ្ក្នុងកករុងរមួមៃ េណ្ដូៃនពញ ចំការមៃ ទួ្លនោក ៃិងេណ្ ៧មករា ចំសណកេណ្ជាយកករុងរមួមៃ េណ្មៃជ័យ ឬ្្ីសកវ ស្ៃ ន្ុេ 

ៃិងេណ្ នោធិ៍ស្ៃជ័យ

Prey Sala, December 2013
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ភាេ	 ៃិងបង្ហា ញេីទីតាងំចបាស់លាស់នៃទីតាងំតំបៃ់ទាងំកនាទះ។	 ទិៃនាៃ័យខដល្បមូលបាៃ្តរូវបាៃសកង្ខបជូៃកៅ
្រនានុងឯ្រសារកៃទះ	 កហយីតាមរយៈលទ្ធផលនៃរោរវភិា្ផងខដរ	 របាយរោរណ៍កៃទះមាៃបំណងផ្ល់ឱ្យៃូវរប្រ្ំកហញី	
ៃិងអៃនុសាសៃ៍	 ស្មាប់ភា្ីពា្រ់េ័ៃ្ធសំខាៃ់ៗ	 ខដលវាៃឹងជួយកអាយមាៃលទ្ធផលវជិជាមាៃដល់្បជាជៃ្្ីរ្្រ្រនានុង
ទី្្ររុង។	 រោរសិ្រសា	 កៃទះបាៃរ្រក�ញីតំបៃ់	 លំកៅឋាៃ្្ីរ្្រ្រនានុងទី្្ររុងចំៃួៃ	 ៣៤០ទីតាងំ	 	 ខដល្តរូវបាៃ្រំណត់	
កោយខផ្អ្រកលី	 ៃិយមៃ័យនៃទីតាងំ្្រី្្រថ្ជា	 “សំណង់លំកៅឋាៃជាប់ៗគ្នា ចាប់េី១០្នាងក�ងី	 ខដលរចនាសម្័ៃ្ធ
លំកៅឋាៃគ្មែ ៃកសាភ័ណភាេ	 ន្ុណភាេមិៃល្អ	ៃិង/ឬលំកៅឋាៃខដល	សាងសង់កោយគ្មែ ៃរចនាបថ	ចបាស់លាស់	
្េមទាងំ	 មិៃបាៃអៃនុកលាមតាមប្ង់កគ្ល”។	 	 ៃិយមៃ័យខដលផ្ល់កោយ	 	 	 អង្រោរលំកៅឋាៃេិភេកលា្រ		
UN-Habitat	 កៅកលី	 “តំបៃ់សំណង់អនា្ិបកតយ្យ”	 3	 ្រ៏្តរូវបាៃក្បី្បាស់ជា	 ល្រ្ខណវៃិ័ចជា័យបខៃថាមផងខដរ។	
ជាសរនុប	 មាៃតំបៃ់	 លំកៅឋាៃ្្ីរ្្រចំៃួៃ៤៦៦ទីតាងំ	 ខដលរមួមាៃទាងំតំបៃ់តាងំទីលំកៅទាងំអស់	 កៅ្រនានុង	
“រោរអកងកាតេីតំបៃ់្្ីរ្្រ	 ្រនានុង្ណ្ឌ ទាងំ៨នៃរាជធាៃីភនាំកេញ”	 ្តរូវបាៃក្វីរោរអកងកាត	 ប៉ានុខៃ្ក្រោយម្រទីតាងំ
មួយចំៃួៃ្តរូវ	 បាៃដ្រកចញ	 កោយសារ	 តំបៃ់ទាងំកនាទះ	 មិៃមាៃល័្រ្ខ្័ណ្ឌ ក្្ីយតបកៅតាមៃិយមៃ័យ	
(ដូចមាៃខចងខាងក្រោម)	ខដល	បាៃ្រំណត់។

	 រោរសិ្រសា	“រោរអកងកាតេីតំបៃ់្្ីរ្្រ្រនានុង្ណ្ឌ ទាងំ៨នៃរាជធាៃីភនាំកេញ”	របស់អង្រោរសមា្មធាងកតានា តនាឆ្នា 	ំ
២០០៩	 កៃទះបាៃបង្ហា ញេីៃិនានា រោរនៃរោរតាងំទីលំកៅរបស់សហ្មៃ៍្្ីរ្្រ្រនានុងទី្្ររុង	 ខដល្រនានុងកនាទះ	 ភា្រយ	
នៃតំបៃ់	 តាងំទីលំកៅ្រនានុង្ណ្ឌ ជិតទី្បជនុំជៃ	 នៃទី្្ររុងមាៃរោរធ្ា្រ់ចនុទះ	 ទៃទាឹមៃឹងកៃទះភា្រយនៃតំបៃ់តាងំ	
ទីលំកៅ	 ្រនានុង្ណ្ឌ 	 កៅជាយនៃទី្្ររុងកៅខតបៃ្ក្ីរៃក�ងី	 ។	 ្រនានុងចំកណាមតំបៃ់តាងំទីលំកៅចំៃួៃ	 ៨០	 កៅ្រនានុង	
្ណ្ឌ ជិតទី្បជនុំជៃ	 នៃទី្្ររុង	 ៃិង	២៦០ទីតាងំ	 កៅ្រនានុង្ណ្ឌ កៅជាយ	 នៃទី្្ររុង	តំបៃ់្្ីរ្្រ្រនានុងទី្្ររុង	 ក្ចីៃជាង	
បីភា្បួៃ	 មាៃទីតាងំសថាិតកៅ្រនានុង្ណ្ឌ កៅជាយ	 នៃទី្្ររុងខដលក្ីរៃក�ងីេី៦៩%	 កៅឆ្នា ២ំ០០៩។	 ជារមួ	
ចាប់តាងំេីឆ្នា ២ំ០០៩ម្រ	 តួកល្តំបៃ់្្ីរ្្រ្រនានុងទី្្ររុងបាៃធ្ា្រ់ចនុទះេី	 ៤១០ទីតាងំ	 ម្រកៅ្តឹម	 ៣៤០ទីតាងំ	
កសមែីៃឹងរោរធ្ា្រ់ចនុទះចំៃួៃ្្រួសារ្្ីរ្្រ	 ចំៃួៃ	 ៧.០០០្្រួសារ	 ្រនានុងទី្្ររុង។	 កសទាីរពា្រ់្រណ្ាលនៃរោរធ្ា្រ់ចនុទះកៃទះ	
្ឺបណ្ាលម្រេីរោរបាត់បង់ដីលំកៅឋាៃ	 កោយសារដីតំបៃ់	ទាងំកៃទះ្តរូវបាៃក្អភិវឌ្ឍៃ៍	 ឬ	 ទនុ្រកៅទំកៃរកចាល។	
រោរបាត់បង់តំបៃ់លំកៅឋាៃ្្ីរ្្រមួយចំៃួៃទំៃងជា	 អាចម្រេី្រត្ា្្ស់ទីលំកៅ	 ៃិង/ឬរោរបកណ្ញកចញខដល	
បាៃក្រីតក�ងីកៅ្រនានុងទី្្ររុង។	 ជារោរេិតណាស់	 ្ររណីខដលសាធារណៈជៃទូកៅបាៃដឹងឮសឹង្្ប់គ្នា កនាទះ
្ឺ	 រោរបកណ្ញកចញ	 កោយបង្ខិតបង្ខំខដលបាៃក្ីរតក�ងីកៅចកន្ាទះឆ្នា ២ំ០០៨	 ដល់ឆ្នា ២ំ០១១	 កៅកលី្្រួសារ	
្បជាេលរដ្ឋ	រស់កៅជនុំវញិតំបៃ់បឹង្រ្រ់្រនានុង្ណ្ឌ ដូៃកេញ	្បមាណ	៣.៥០០	្្រួសារ	។	

	 ភា្ក្ចីៃនៃតំបៃ់្្ីរ្្រ(៧១%)	 មិៃ្តរូវបាៃករៀបចំជាសហ្មៃ៍កនាទះកទ	 បាៃកសច្រ្ីថ្្្រួសារ្្ីរ្្រ	
ទាងំកនាទះមិៃបាៃករៀបចំឲ្យមាៃកមដឹ្រនាឬំ្បធាៃសហ្មៃ៍ណាមានា ្រ់	 តាមរយៈមក្យោបាយកផ្សងៗ	 ដូចជា	
្្ររុមសៃ្សំ្ បា្រ់ជាកដីម។	 ជារមួ	 មាៃសហ្មៃ៍	 ចំៃួៃ១២៥	 ្តរូវបាៃរ្រក�ញីកៅ្រនានុងតំបៃ់លំកៅឋាៃ្្ីរ្្រ	
ចំៃួៃ	 ៩៨្រខៃ្ង	 ខដលតំបៃ់លំកៅឋាៃ្្ីរ្្រមួយចំៃួៃអាចមាៃសហ្មៃ៍កលីសេីមួយ។	 ជាញឹ្រញាប់	 ្រមមែវ ិ្ ី	
សៃ្សំ្ បា្រ់	 ្ឺជាចំណនុ ចចាប់កផ្ីមស្មាប់រោរករៀបចំសហ្មៃ៍	 កហយីសហ្មៃ៍ខដលមាៃ្រមមែវ ិ្ ីសៃ្សំ្ បា្រ់ក្ចីៃ	
ខតមាៃរចនាសម្័ៃ្ធរងឹមា	ំ ៃិង្បកសីរជាងសហ្មៃ៍ខដលគ្មែ ៃ្រមមែវ ិ្ ីសៃ្សំ្ បា្រ់។	 រោរសិ្រសា្សាវ្ជាវកៃទះបាៃ	
បង្ហា ញថ្	មាៃតំបៃ់លំកៅឋាៃ្្ីរ្្រសរនុបចំៃួៃ	៦៣ទីតាងំ	បាៃករៀបចំ្រមមែវ ិ្ ីសៃ្សំ្ បា្រ់	្រនានុងកនាទះមាៃ	៥៩ទីតាងំ	
សថាិតកៅ្រនានុង្ណ្ឌ កៅជាយនៃទី្្ររុង	 	 ៃិង៤ទីតាងំ	សថាិតកៅ្រនានុង្ណ្ឌ ជិតទី្បជនុំជៃ	 នៃទី្្ររុង។	 ្រនានុងចំកណាម្រមមែវ ិ្ ី	
សៃ្សំ្ បា្រ់ទាងំកៃទះ	 មាៃ្រមមែវ ិ្ ីសៃ្សំ្ បា្រ់ចំៃួៃ៤៣(៦៨%)	 ្តរូវបាៃរាយរោរណ៍ថ្កៅដំកណីររោរកៅក�យី។	

3  UN-HABITAT (2006-/2007). តំបៃ់អនាធិបនតយ្យ : ៃិយមៃ័យមួយចំៃួៃ។ សាថា ៃភាពទី្កករុងនៅនលើពិភពនោក 2006/7.
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តំបៃ់តាងំទីលំកៅ្រនានុង្ណ្ឌ កៅជាយ	នៃទី្្ររុងមាៃអង្រោរ	ឬសមា្មចំៃួៃ(៣៨%)	ក្ចីៃជាងតំបៃ់តាងំទីលំកៅ
្រនានុង្ណ្ឌ ជិតទី្បជនុំជៃ	នៃទី្្ររុង(១១%)	្រំេនុងក្វីរោរជាមួយេួ្រក្។	
	 កបី្ិតេីទំហ	ំ ៃិងទីតាងំវញិ	 រោរសិ្រសាបាៃរ្រក�ញីថ្	 តំបៃ់តាងំទីលំកៅទាងំ្ណ្ឌ ជិតទី្បជនុំជៃ	
ៃិង្ណ្ឌ 	 កៅជាយ្្ររុងមាៃទំហតូំច	 កោយតំបៃ់លំកៅឋាៃ្្រី្្រទាងំកៃទះភា្ក្ចីៃមាៃសំណង់អគ្រតិចជាង
៥០្នាង	 កហយីមាៃខត	១៣%ប៉ានុកណា្ណ ទះ	 ខដលមាៃសំណង់អគ្រចាប់េី	១១០្នាង	ឬក្ចីៃជាងកៃទះ។	ជាមួយគ្នា កៃទះ	
៤១%នៃតំបៃ់តាងំទីលំកៅ	 មាៃទីតាងំសថាិតជាប់កៅៃឹង្បភេទឹ្រមួយចំៃួៃដូចជា	 ទកៃ្	 ខ្េ្រ	 ្បឡាយ	 ៃិងបឹង	
ជាកដីម។	

	 រោរសិ្រសានាកេល្រៃ្ងម្រខដលក្វីក�ងីកោយ	 SUPF	 ្រនានុងឆ្នា ១ំ៩៩៧	 ៃិងកោយសមា្ម	
ធាងកតានា ត	 កៅឆ្នា ២ំ០០៩	 សនុទ្ធខតបង្ហា ញថ្	 សនុវតថាិភាេនៃរោររោៃ់រោប់ដី្្ី្ឺជាបញ្ហា មួយស្មាប់សហ្ម
ៃ៍	 ្្រី្្រ្រនានុងទី្្ររុង។	 កយងតាមរោរសិ្រសា្សាវ្ជាវរបស់	 SUPF	 បាៃរ្រក�ញីថ្	 ្្រួសារចំៃួៃ៣៣%	 កៅ
្រនានុងតំបៃ់្្ីរ្្រ្រនានុងទី្្ររុងមាៃ្បវត្ិ្តរូវបាៃក្បកណ្ញកចញ	 ឬទទួលរង្ំរាម្រំខហងបកណ្ញកចញ។្សប
ជាមួយគ្នា កៃទះ	 “រោរអកងកាតេីតំបៃ់្្ីរ្្រ្រនានុង្ណ្ឌ ទាងំ៨	 នៃរាជធាៃីភនាំកេញ	 ”	 របស់អង្រោរសមា្មធាងកតានា ត	
បាៃរាយរោរណ៍ថ្តំបៃ់តាងំទីលំកៅ១៨%	បាៃទទួលរោរ្ំរាមបកណ្ញកចញជាផ្ូវរោរ	 ចំខណ្រ៤៦%កផ្សងកទៀត	
បាៃឮពា្រ្យចចាមអារាមថ្ៃឹង្តរូវក្	 បកណ្ញកចញ	 េីលំកៅឋាៃ។	 រោរសិ្រសាកៃទះបាៃរ្រក�ញីថ្តំបៃ់លំកៅ	
ឋាៃ្្រី្្រជិត	៤០%	បាៃរងរោរ្ំរាម	បកណ្ញ	 ៃិង/ឬទទួលរងសម្ា្ឲ្យ្្ស់ប្ូរទីលំកៅ។	រោរ្ំរាម្រំខហងកៃទះ	
រមួមាៃ	 រោរ្ំរាមជាល្រ្ខណៈផ្ូវរោរ	 ៃិងក្រៅផ្ូវរោរផងខដរ។	 ្រនានុងចំកណាមតំបៃ់តាងំទីលំកៅខដលរងរោរ្ំរាម	
្រំខហងមាៃ	 ៣៣%	 សថាិតកៅ្រនានុង្ណ្ឌ ជិតទី្បជនុំជៃនៃទី្្ររុង	 ៃិង	 ១៥%	 សថាិតកៅ្រនានុង្ណ្ឌ កៅជាយនៃទី្្ររុង	
បាៃទទួលលិ្ិតជូៃដំណឹងស្ីេី	 រោរបកណ្ញកចញជាផ្ូវរោរ	 ្ណៈខដលទីតាងំលំកៅឋាៃកផ្សងកទៀត	 ្រនានុងកនាទះ	
៦៧%	 	 សថាិតកៅ្រនានុង្ណ្ឌ ជិតទី្បជនុំជៃ	 នៃទី្្ររុង	 ៃិង៨៥%	 កៅ្រនានុង្ណ្ឌ ជាយ	 នៃទី្្ររុងបាៃទទួលរោរ្ំរាម	
ក្រៅផ្ូវរោរ	 រមួមាៃរោរជូៃដំណឹងអំេី	 រោរបកណ្ញកចញកោយ ទ្ា ល់មាត់	 រោរជូៃដំណឹងតាមរយៈរោរជួប្បជនុំ	
ជាមួយអាជាញា ្រមូលោ្ឋ ៃ	 ៃិងពា្រ្យចចាមអារាមអំេីរោរបកណ្ញកចញកៃទះ។	 អនា្រក្្ីយតបកៅ្រនានុងតំបៃ់តាងំ
ទីលំកៅទាងំកនាទះ	 ក្ចីៃខតបាៃឮអំេីរោរជកម្ៀសតាមរយៈ	 ពា្រ្យចចាមអារាម	 ខដល្្នុទះបញ្្ងំអំេីអារមមែណ៍	
អសៃ្ិសនុ្	 ខផនា្រសិទ្ធិរោៃ់រោប់្្ប់្្ងដី្្ីរបស់េួ្រក្។	 ស្មាប់អនា្រ	 ខដលបាៃដឹងអំេីមូលកហតនុបកណ្ញកចញ		
មូលកហតនុអភិវឌ្ឍៃ៍របស់ឯ្រជៃ(៤៧%)	 មាៃក្ចីៃជាងរោរអភិវឌ្ឍៃ៍សាធារណៈ(៣២%)	 ្សបតាមៃិនានា រោរ	
កៅ្រនានុង្បកទស្រម្នុជា	កៅ្រនានុងរយៈកេលប៉ានុនាមែ ៃឆ្នា ចំនុងក្រោយកៃទះ	្ណៈខដលរោរអភិវឌ្ឍៃ៍ទី្្ររុង្រំេនុងដឹ្រមនុ្កោយ
រោរវៃិិកយ្របស់វសិ័យឯ្រជៃ។

	 ្បកភទដី្្ីខដលជាតំបៃ់តាងំលំកៅឋាៃ្តរូវបាៃបកងកាីតក�ងី	 មាៃទំនា្រ់ទំៃងយ៉ា ងជិតសនាិទ្ធជាមួយៃឹង	
អារមមែណ៍	 ៃិងបទេិកសា្ៃ៍កលីភាេមិៃមាៃសនុវតថាិភាេខផនា្រសិទ្ធិរោៃ់រោប់្្ប់្្ងដី្្ី	 ៃិងរោរបកណ្ញកចញ	 ។	
្រត្ាសំខាៃ់មួយ	 ខដលរមួចំខណ្រដល់្រត្ាអសៃ្ិសនុ្ជាបៃ្បនាទា ប់កៃទះ	 ្ឺថ្សាថា ៃភាេផ្ូវចបាប់នៃដីភា្ក្ចីៃ	
កៅ្រនានុងរាជធាៃីភនាំកេញ	 មិៃ្តរូវបាៃកអាយដឹង	 កោយសារខតរោរកចញប័ណ្ណ្រមមែសិទ្ធិជាល្រ្ខណៈ្បេ័ៃ្ធកៅមាៃ	
្រ្មិត	 ៃិង	 ្រងវទះរោរករៀបចំខផៃទី	 បង្ហា ញេីដីសាធារណៈរបស់រដ្ឋ	 ៃិងរោរចូលកៅេិៃិត្យកមីលប ជ្ា ីឯ្រសារ	 ដី្្ី	
ជាសាធារណៈ។	 កទាទះជាយ៉ា ងណា្រ្ី	 ៤០%នៃតំបៃ់តាងំលំកៅឋាៃខដល្តរូវបាៃអកងកាតបាៃបញ្ជា ្រ់ថ្	 េួ្រក្បាៃ
ទទួលរោរជូៃដំណឹងថ្េួ្រក្្រំេនុងរស់កៅកលីដីរបស់រដ្ឋកោយ ន្ុសចបាប់។	 កោយកមីលក�ញីបទេិកសា្ៃ៍នៃរោ
របកណ្ញកចញកោយបង្ខំកៅ្រនានុងទី្្ររុងភនាំកេញនាកេល្រៃ្ងម្រ	 ្បជាេលរដ្ឋរស់កៅ្រនានុងសហ្មៃ៍	 	 េិតជាមាៃ	
ត្ី្េរួយបារម្ភ។	 ផទានុយកៅវញិ	 មាៃតំបៃ់តាងំលំកៅខត៦១(១៨%)ប៉ានុកណា្ណ ទះ	 ខដល្តរូវបាៃអកងកាត	 បាៃៃិយយថ្	
េួ្រក្បាៃ្្ងរោត់ដំកណីររោរចនុទះប ជ្ា ីដី្្ីជាល្រ្ខណៈ្បេ័ៃ្ធ	 ៃិងមាៃតំបៃ់តាងំទីលំកៅខត	 ២៧ប៉ានុកណា្ណ ទះបាៃ	
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ៃិយយថ្	 េួ្រក្បាៃទទួលប័ណ្ណ្រមមែសិទ្ធិដី្្ី។	 មាៃតំបៃ់តាងំទីលំកៅរហូតដល់មួយភា្បួៃខដលអាចថ្	 ក្	
មិៃបាៃ	 ប្ូ្ល្រនានុងដំកណីររោរចនុទះប ជ្ា ីដី្្ីជាល្រ្ខណៈ្បេ័ៃ្ធ	 ្ណៈខដលតំបៃ់ជនុំវញិ្តរូវបាៃចនុទះប ជ្ា ី	 ឬ្រំេនុងសថាិត	
្រនានុងដំកណីររោរចនុទះប ជ្ា ី។	 តំបៃ់តាងំទីលំកៅ១៤%	 ្តរូវបាៃក្្បាប់កោយ្តង់ៗថ្	 េួ្រក្មិៃ្តរូវបាៃប្ូ្ល្រនានុង	
ដំកណីររោរកៃទះកទ។	 កដីម្បកីោទះ្សាយបញ្ហា រោៃ់រោប់	 “ដីរដ្ឋ”	 វធិាៃរោររដ្ឋបាលមួយ្ឺសារាចរកល្	 ០៣	 ស្ីេីរោរ	
កោទះ្សាយសំណង់បកណ្ាទះអាសៃនាកលីដីរបស់រដ្ឋខដល្តរូវបាៃ	 ទសនាទា ៃរោៃ់រោប់កោយ ន្ុសចបាប់តាមរាជធាៃី	
ទី្្ររុង	 ៃិងទី្បជនុំជៃ(សារាចរកល្	០៣)	 ្តរូវបាៃអៃនុម័តកៅឆ្នា ២ំ០១០	។	 កទាទះបីជាសាលារាជធាៃីភនាំកេញបាៃ
បញ្ជា ្រ់ថ្	្្ួៃបាៃចាប់កផ្ីមអៃនុវត្សារាចរកនាទះកហយី្រ៏កោយ	្ឺមាៃតំបៃ់តាងំទីលំកៅខត	១៥ទីតាងំ	ប៉ានុកណា្ណ ទះបាៃ	
រាយរោរណ៍ថ្	េួ្រក្បាៃទទួលរោរជូៃដំណឹងថ្េួ្រក្្តរូវបាៃក្ជីសករសីស្មាប់រោរអៃនុវត្សារាចរកៃទះ។	

	 កហោ្ឋ រចនាសម្័ៃ្ធ	 ៃិងរោរផ្ល់កសវា្រមមែ្រំេនុងជួបបញ្ហា ្រងវទះខាតកៅ្រនានុងតំបៃ់តាងំលំកៅ្្រី្្រ្រនានុង	 រាជធាៃី	
ភនាំកេញ	 កហយីមិៃមាៃរោរ្្ស់ប្ូរ	 ្ួរកអាយ្រត់សំគ្ល់កនាទះកទ	 ចាប់តាងំេីឆ្នា ២ំ០០៩	 ម្រ។	 “រោរអកងកាតេីតំបៃ់	
្្រី្្រ្រនានុង្ណ្ឌ ទាងំ	 ៨	 នៃរាជធាៃីភនាំកេញ”បាៃ្រត់សម្ាល់ក�ញីថ្	 មាៃ្ម្ាតខផនា្រកហោ្ឋ រចនា-សម្័ៃ្ធ	 ៃិង
រោរផ្ល់កសវា្រមមែរវាងតំបៃ់តាងំលំកៅ្ណ្ឌ ជិតទី្បជនុំជៃ	 នៃទី្្ររុង	 ៃិងតំបៃ់តាងំលំកៅ្រនានុង្ណ្ឌ កៅជាយនៃ
ទី្្ររុង	 	 កោយកសវា្រមមែ	 ៃិងកហោ្ឋ រចនាសម្័ៃ្ធរោៃ់ខតមាៃ្រ្មិតតិច	 ៃិង ន្ុណភាេរោៃ់ខតអៃ់ស្មាប់្ណ្ឌ 	
កៅជាយនៃទី្្ររុង។	 បច្នុប្បៃនាតំបៃ់តាងំលំកៅ្រនានុង្ណ្ឌ កៅជាយ	 នៃទី្្ររុង	 កៅខតបៃ្អៃ់ថយជាងក្កៅ្រនានុងខផនា្រ	
ទាងំកៃទះ។	បញ្ហា ជាក្ចីៃបាៃក្ីរតក�ងីជាេិកសសចំកពាទះ្ណ្ឌ 	កៅជាយនៃទី្្ររុង	ខដលបញ្ហា ទាងំកៃទះរមួមាៃដូចជា	
្វទះ្បេ័ៃ្ធលូ	កសវា្រមមែរោរ្បមូលសណំលរ់ងឹ	្េមទាងំ្បេៃ័្ធផ្តផ្់ង់អ្្សិៃ	ីៃងិទឹ្រសា្អ តកៅមាៃ្ំររតិ។	ក្អាច	កមលី	
ក�ញីចបាស់េីភាេ ន្ុសគ្នា រវាង្បេ័ៃ្ធលូកៅ្រនានុង្ណ្ឌ ខាងកៅជាយ	 ្្ររុង	 	 ៃិងកៅ្រនានុង្ណ្ឌ 	 ជិតទី្បជនុំជៃនៃទី្្ររុង	
កោយ៥៨%	 នៃតំបៃ់តាងំលំកៅ្រនានុង្ណ្ឌ 	 កៅជាយ្្ររុង	 មិៃមាៃ្បេ័ៃ្ធលូ	 កហយីមាៃខត៣២%	 ប៉ានុកណា្ណ ទះខដល	
អាចក្បី្បាស់្បេ័ៃ្ធលូក្រោមដី។	ផទានុយម្រវញិ	មាៃតំបៃ់តាងំលំកៅ្រនានុង្ណ្ឌ ជិតទី្បជនុំជៃ	ទី្្ររុងខត៦%	ប៉ានុកណា្ណ ទះ	
ខដលគ្មែ ៃ្បេ័ៃ្ធលូ	ៃិងមាៃរហូតដល់៧៩%	ខដលក្បី្បាស់្បេ័ៃ្ធលូក្រោមដី។		

	 តំបៃ់តាងំទីលំកៅៃីមួយៗរងៃូវផលប៉ាទះពាល់េីទឹ្រជំៃៃ់្រនានុង្រ្មិត ន្ុសៗគ្នា ។	កទាទះបីជាតំបៃ់តាងំលំកៅ្រនានុង	
្ណ្ឌ ជិតទី្បជនុំជៃ	 នៃ្្ររុង	 រងផលប៉ាទះពាល់េីទឹ្រជំៃៃ់អំ�នុងកេលបីខ្មនុៃនៃរដូវវសសា	មាៃអ្តាក្ចីៃ	 (៦៨%)	
កបីក្បៀបក្ៀបៃឹងតំបៃ់តាងំលំកៅ្រនានុង្ណ្ឌ កៅជាយ	 ្្ររុងមាៃ	 (៥៣%)្រ៏កោយ្រ្ី	 ្រ៏្ណ្ឌ ជាយ្្ររុងរងក្គ្ទះ	
េីរោរជៃ់លិច	 ខដលអូសបន្ាយកេលយូរផងខដរ។	 កសវា្បមូលសំរាម្រ៏មាៃ្រងវទះខាតផងខដរកៅ្រនានុង្ណ្ឌ កៅជាយ	
្្ររុង	កោយភា្ក្ចីៃកសមែី	(៧២%)	នៃតំបៃ់តាងំទីលំកៅទាងំកនាទះ	គ្មែ ៃកសវា្បមូលសំរាម	កោយខ�្រ	(៨២%)	
នៃតំបៃ់តាងំទីលំកៅ្រនានុង្ណ្ឌ ជិតទី្បជនុំជៃ	នៃ្្ររុងវញិ	ទទួលបាៃកសវា្បមូលសំរាម។	

	 កទាទះបីជា	 ជាង៨០%	 នៃតំបៃ់តាងំទីលំកៅ្រនានុង្ណ្ឌ 	 ជិតទី្បជនុំជៃ្្ររុង	 ៃិង្ណ្ឌ ខាងជាយ្្ររុង	
បាៃភាជា ប់បណ្ាញអ្្ីសៃី្រម្នុជា	 (EDC)	 របស់រដ្ឋ្រ៏កោយ	 ្រ៏តំបៃ់តាងំលំកៅ្រនានុង្ណ្ឌ 	 ជិតទី្បជនុំជៃ្រនានុង្្ររុង	
មាៃចំៃួៃក្ចីៃជាង(៨០%)	 ជាងតំបៃ់តាងំលំកៅ្រនានុង្ណ្ឌ កៅជាយ្្ររុង	 (៦០%)	 ខដលបាៃតភាជា ប់បណ្ាញ	
កោយ ទ្ា ល់	 ក្ៀបៃឹងរោរតភាជា ប់បណ្ាញអ្្ីសៃីតាមរយៈម្ាស់ផទាទះជួល	 ឬឈមែួញ្រណ្ាល។	 តំបៃ់តាងំទីលំ	
កៅ្រនានុង្ណ្ឌ កៅជាយ	 ្្ររុង	 (៦៧%)	 តិចជាងតំបៃ់តាងំលំកៅ្រនានុង្ណ្ឌ ជិតទី្បជំជៃ្រនានុង្្ររុង	 (៨៦%)	 បាៃ	
ភាជា ប់ជាមួយបំេង់ទឹ្រសា្អ តរបស់រដ្ឋតាមរយៈរោ្ឋ ្ររទឹ្រសវយត័្្ររុងភនាំកេញ	 (PPWSA)	 ប៉ានុខៃ្ភា្ក្ចីៃតំបៃ់តាងំ	
ទីលំកៅជិតទី្បជនុំជៃ	 ្រនានុង្្ររុងបាៃភាជា ប់ជាមួយបំេង់ទឹ្រសា្អ តរបស់រដ្ឋ	 ក្ចីៃជាងតាមរយៈម្ាស់ផទាទះជួល	 ឬឈមែួញ	
្រណ្ាល	 កបីក្បៀបក្ៀបជាមួយតំបៃ់តាងំទីលំកៅ្រនានុង្ណ្ឌ កៅជាយ្្ររុង។	 កោយកហតនុថ្តនម្ភាជា ប់្បេ័ៃ្ធទឹ្រកភ្ីង	
របស់រដ្ឋកោយ ទ្ា ល់ជាម្្យមមាៃតនម្ទាបជាងរោរតភាជា ប់តាមរយៈម្ាស់ផទាទះ	 ឬឈមែួញ្រណ្ាល្រ៏កោយ	 ្បជាេលរដ្ឋ	

V



រស់កៅតាមតំបៃ់តាងំលំកៅ្រនានុង្ណ្ឌ ជាយ្្ររុងក្ចីៃខតបង់តនម្ក្បី្បាស់្្ស់ជាងផងខដរ។	

	 សរនុបម្រ	 រោរអកងកាតតំបៃ់តាងំទីលំកៅ្្រី្្រ្រនានុងរាជធាៃីភនាំកេញបាៃរ្រក�ញីថ្	 ជីវភាេរស់កៅ	 ជារមួ	
របស់្បជាជៃ	 រស់កៅ្រនានុងតំបៃ់តាងំទីលំកៅ្្រី្្រ្រនានុងទី្្ររុង	 កៅខត្តរូវរោរខ្រលម្អកអាយមាៃភាេ្បកសីរក�ងី។	
វាជារោរេិត	 ស្មាប់តំបៃ់តាងំទីលំកៅ្រនានុង្ណ្ឌ កៅជាយ្្ររុង	 ខដល្បជាជៃជួបបញ្ហា ្វទះកហោ្ឋ រចនាសម្័ៃ្ធ	 ៃិង	
រោរផ្ល់កសវា្រមមែកផ្សងៗ។	 កហតនុដូកចនាទះ	 សាលារាជធាៃីភនាំកេញចាបំាច់្តរូវស្មបស្មរួល្ិរច្្ិត្ំ្បឹងខ្បងកដីម្ប	ី
ផ្ល់	ៃិងគ្ំ្ ទដល់	រោរផ្ល់ៃូវកហោ្ឋ រចនាសម្័ៃ្ធ	ៃិងកសវា្រមមែឲ្យបាៃក្ចីៃ	្រនានុងកនាទះអាទិភាេមួយចំៃួៃ្ួរក្្តកៅ
កលី្បេ័ៃ្ធលូ	កសវា	្បមូលសំរាម	ៃិងរោរេ្ងី្ររោរតភាជា ប់បណ្ាញផ្ត់ផ្ង់ទឹ្រ	ៃិងអ្្ីសៃីរបស់រដ្ឋ។	

	 កទាទះបីជារោរកលី្រ្រម្ស់	 ល័្រ្ខ្័ណ្ឌ រស់កៅៃឹងជួយញា៉ាំ ងឲ្យមាៃរោរខ្ប្បរួលជាដនុំ្រំភួៃចំកពាទះជីវភាេរស់
កៅ្បចានំថ្ង	 របស់្បជាេល្រនានុងតំបៃ់តាងំទីលំកៅទាងំកនាទះ្រ៏កោយ្រ្ី	 ្រ៏ចំណនុ ចកៃទះខតមួយមិៃអាចធានាបាៃៃូវ	
លំកៅោ្ឋ ៃ	 សមរម្យសំរាប់េួ្រគ្ត់កទ។	 ជារោរសំខាៃ់	 តំបៃ់តាងំទីលំកៅ្្រី្្រ្រនានុង្្ររុងចាបំាច់្តរូវទទួលបាៃ	
សនុវតថាិភាេសិទ្ធិរោៃ់រោប់ដី្្ី។	 ្រងវទះខាតជា្បចា	ំ ដូចខដលបាៃកលី្រក�ងីយ៉ា ងលម្អិតកៅ្រនានុងរោរ្សាវ្ជាវស្ីេី	
តំបៃ់	តាងំទីលំកៅ្្រី្្រ្រនានុង្្ររុងនាកេល្រៃ្ងម្រ	 កៅខតបៃ្សថាិតកៅជាបញ្ហា សំខាៃ់មួយនាកេលបច្នុប្បៃនាដ៏ខដល។	
រោរអកងកាតកៃទះបាៃបង្ហា ញថ្	រោរ្ំរាម្រំខហងនៃរោរបកណ្ញកចញ	ទាងំផ្ូវរោរ	 ៃិងក្រៅផ្ូវរោរ	 កៅខតបៃ្ក្រីតមាៃ	
ៃិងថ្	 តំបៃ់តាងំទីលំកៅភា្ក្ចីៃមិៃមាៃដំកណីររោរចនុទះប ជ្ា ីដី្្ីជាល្រ្ខណៈ្បេ័ៃ្ធ	 កហយីតំបៃ់តាងំទីលំកៅមួយ
ចំៃួៃកទៀត្តរូវបាៃដ្រកចញេីដំកណីររោរកៃទះ។	

	 ឧបស្្កផ្សងៗ	 ខដលបងការោរលំបា្រ្រនានុងរោរទទួលបាៃសនុវតថាិភាេសិទ្ធិរោៃ់រោប់ដី្្ីស្មាប់	 តំបៃ់តាងំ	
ទីលំកៅ្្រី្្រ្រនានុង្្ររុង	 រមួមាៃ	 ដូចជា្រងវទះរោរក្វីអត្សញ្ញា ណ្រមមែដី្្ី	 ៃិងខផៃទីបង្ហា ញទីតាងំដីរបស់រដ្ឋ	
ដំកណីររោរ	 ចនុទះប ជ្ា ីដី្្ីជាល្រ្ខណៈ្បេ័ៃ្ធ	 ៃិងរោរផ្ល់ប័ណ្ណ្រមមែសិទ្ធិដី្្ីកៅមាៃ្រ្មិត	 ្េមទាងំ្រងវទះលទ្ធភាេ	
ទទួលបាៃេ័ត៌មាៃ	 អំេីដំកណីររោរទាងំកៃទះ	 ខដលចាបំាច់្តរូវចូលរមួេីភា្ីខដលពា្រ់េ័ៃ្ធឲ្យបាៃក្ចីៃ។	 ្្រសួង	
ករៀបចំខដៃដីៃ្រូបៃីយ្រមមែ	 ៃិងសំណង់	 (MLMUPC)	 ្ួរកប្ជាញា ចិត្អៃនុវត្	 ៃិងស្មបស្មរួលដំកណីររោរចនុទះ	
ប ជ្ា ីដី្្ីជាល្រ្ខណៈ្បេ័ៃ្ធ	 ៃិងរោរផ្ល់ប័ណ្ណ្រមមែសិទ្ធីដី្្ីកៅ្រនានុងតំបៃ់ទី្្ររុងឲ្យមាៃតម្ាភាេ	 ៃិងក្វីរោរផ្សេវផសាយ	
េ័ត៌មាៃអំេីដំកណីររោរចនុទះប ជ្ា ីដី្្ីជាល្រ្ខណៈ្បេ័ៃ្ធជាសាធារណៈ។	 ្្រសួង្រ៏្តរូវក្វីអត្សញ្ញា ណ្រមមែ	 ដី្្ី	
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

Following the fall of the Khmer Rouge regime in 1979, Phnom Penh was slowly repopulated with former 
residents, refugees, internally displaced persons (IDPs) and rural migrants settling various parts of the city. 
Buildings were occupied on a first-come first-served basis with late-comers and the poor creating urban 
poor settlements starting in the late 1980s.4  Today Phnom Penh is a city of 1.6 million,5  still with many 
urban poor settlements. 

There have been several major studies on these settlements, starting from “The State of Poor Settlements 
in Phnom Penh, Cambodia” conducted in 1997 by the Squatter and Urban Poor Federation (SUPF), then 
Sahmakum Teang Tnaut’s (STT) 2009 publication “The 8 Khan Survey,” and most recently the “The Phnom 
Penh Urban Poor Assessment” by the Municipality of Phnom Penh (MPP) in 2012. These studies have 
collected basic demographics of urban poor settlements and families, information on evictions and threat 
of eviction, land titling, and land categorization as well as general socio-economic conditions. 

Major findings from the SUPF study which surveyed 379 settlements included that the majority of urban 
poor families were living in settlements first settled between 1979 and 1988 (bearing in mind that the 
survey was conducted in 1997), basic services were severely lacking, and eviction or threat of eviction 
was a problem for 33% of families. “The 8 Khan Survey” by STT in 2009 identified 410 settlements and 
reported a major shift in urban poor settlements from the inner to outer Khans (districts)6  of Phnom Penh; 
almost half of Phnom Penh’s urban poor lived in the inner Khans in 1997, but had dropped  to close to 
a quarter in 2009. Life in the outer Khans where all of the resettlement sites were established was also 
found to be significantly harder than in the inner Khans with difficult access to work, schools and markets 
as well as lack of infrastructure provision. “The Phnom Penh Urban Poor Assessment” conducted by the 
MPP surveyed 516 areas identified as urban poor communities. The authors stated that 60% of families 
were living below the poverty line and that settlements lacked infrastructure and services such as proper 
sewage systems (30%) and garbage collection (40%). The data however, did not disaggregate between 
inner and outer Khans, an important distinction in previously conducted research.

In 2013 STT conducted “The Phnom Penh Survey” to update and add new data to previous research on 
urban poor settlements in the Phnom Penh as well as produce current, accurate maps of their locations. 
The data collected is summarized herein, and through its analysis this report aims to provide both findings 
and recommendations for key stakeholders that will help lead to positive outcomes for the urban poor. 
This study found 340 urban poor settlements in Phnom Penh, defined as “a group of ten or more adjacent 
households whose housing structures are of visibly poor quality, and/or whose homes have been laid out 
in a non-conventional fashion without adherence to a ground plan.”  The UN-Habitat definition of “slums”7  

4   Fallavier, Pierre. (2007). Participation as an End versus a Means: Understanding a Recurring Dilemma in Urban Upgrading. (Doctoral dis-
sertation). Massachusetts Institute of Technology, Cambridge, Massachusetts.  (p.71)
5  Mech, Dara & Willemyns, Alex. (2013, August 16) Population Figures Show Continued Growth. The Cambodia Daily. Retrieved from http://
www.cambodiadaily.com/archives/population%E2%80%88figures-show-continued-growth-39927/
6    The inner Khans include; Doun Penh, Chamkarmon, Toul Kork and 7 Makara while the outer Khans include Meanchey, Russey Keo, Sen-
sok, Dangkor and Porsenchey
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was also used as additional criteria. A total of 466 settlements, including all settlements featured in “The 
8 Khan Survey”, were surveyed, however, some were subsequently eliminated as they no longer fit the 
definition (as outlined below). 

This research shows that the trend seen in STT’s 2009 research, “The 8 Khan Survey,” of a decreasing 
percentage of settlements in the inner Khans and a corresponding increase in outer Khan settlements 
has continued. With 80 settlements in the inner Khans and 260 in the outer Khans in 2013, just over 
three quarters of urban poor settlements are located in the outer Khans, up from 69% in 2009.  Overall, 
the number of urban poor settlements has decreased since 2009 from 410 to 340, with a corresponding 
decrease of 7,000 in overall number of urban poor families. Almost half of this decrease is due to 
settlements that have disappeared, either because the land has been developed, or is now vacant. Some 
of the disappearance of these settlements is likely attributable to the displacement and or evictions that 
have occurred in the city. The most notorious case is the forced eviction of approximately 3,500 families 
living around Boeung Kak Lake in Doun Penh between 2008 and 2011.
 
The majority of settlements (71%) are not organized as communities, meaning that the settlement 
households have not been organized with a community leader through means such as saving groups. 
In total, 125 communities were identified in 98 settlements, indicating that some settlements contain 
more than one community. Saving schemes are often a starting point for community organization, and 
communities with saving schemes are often stronger and better organized than those without them. This 
research shows that a total of 63 settlements had organized saving schemes; 59 settlements in the outer 
Khans and 4 in the inner Khans. Out of these saving schemes 43 (68%) were reported to be still functional. 
More settlements in the outer Khans also had to have organizations or associations working with them 
(38%) than in the inner Khans (11%).

In terms of size and locations, it was found that settlements in both inner and outer Khans settlements 
were relatively small in size with the majority of settlements containing fewer than 50 building structures 
and only 13% containing 110 or more structures. 41% of settlements were located next to some kind of 
body of water such as rivers, canals and lakes. 

Previous research by the SUPF in 1997 and by STT in 2009 showed that security of tenure is an issue 
for urban poor settlements. The SUPF study found that 33% of families in settlements had a history of 
eviction or threat of eviction, and “The 8 Khan Survey” by STT reported that 18% of settlements had formal 
eviction threats while 46% had experienced rumors of eviction. This research found that close to 40% of 
settlements had been threatened with eviction and/or pressure to relocate. This includes both formal and 
informal threats. Out of those threatened, 33% and 15% in the inner and outer Khans respectively, received 
formal, written eviction notices while the rest, 67% in the inner Khans and 85% in the outer Khans received 
informal threats including verbal eviction notices, notifications through meetings with local authorities, 
and rumors of eviction. Settlement respondents most often heard about eviction through rumor, reflecting 
feelings of tenure insecurity. For those that knew about the reason for the eviction, private development 
reasons (47%) were more common than public development (32%) in line with the trend in Cambodia in 
recent years where urban development is being driven by private interests.  

The type of land that settlements have been established on is closely related to feelings and experiences 
of tenure insecurity and eviction. A key factor contributing to ongoing insecurity is that the legal status of 
land in much of Phnom Penh is unknown given limited systematic land titling and lack of public state land 
mapping and a publicly accessible Land Register. Yet 40% of settlements surveyed stated they had been 
informed they are residing on state land, and are hence illegal. Given past experiences of forced eviction 
in Phnom Penh, residents in these settlements are duly worried. In contrast, only 61 (18%) of settlements 
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surveyed stated they had undergone the systematic land registration process, and only 27 stated they 
subsequently received land titles. Up to a quarter of settlements may have been excluded from SLR, as 
they had areas around them that had been registered or were currently engaging in the process. 14% of 
settlements were explicitly told they were being excluded. To address households occupying “state land” 
an administrative measure, the Circular 03 on Resolution of Temporary Settlement on Land Which Has 
Been Illegally Occupied in the Capital, Municipal, and Urban Area (C03) was approved in 2010. Although 
the MPP has stated that it has started to implement the circular, only 15 settlements reported that they 
had been informed that they had been selected for implementation.

Infrastructure and service provision is lacking in the urban poor settlements of Phnom Penh, with no 
significant changes since 2009. “The 8 Khan Survey” noted that there was a gap between the inner and 
outer Khan settlements in terms of infrastructure and service provision, with services and infrastructure 
being more limited and of worse quality in the outer Khans. Today the outer Khan settlements still lag 
behind in this regard. There are several problems particularly pertinent in the outer Khans including 
drainage, solid waste collection as well as electricity and water connections. The gap between drainage in 
the outer Khans and inner Khans is apparent, with 58% of outer Khan settlements not having any drainage 
system and only 32% utilizing an underground system. In contrast, only 6% of inner Khan settlements have 
no drainage system with 79% using an underground system.

There are varying extents that settlements are affected by flooding. Although a larger proportion of inner 
Khan settlements (68%) were affected by flooding at least once in the last three rainy seasons compared 
to in the outer Khans (53%), the outer Khans were disposed to having flooding that took longer to drain. 
Waste collection was also lacking especially in the outer Khans with the majority of settlements (72%) 
without any collection compared with the 82% of inner Khan settlements that have some type of collection.
 
Although above 80% of both inner and outer Khan settlements are connected to state electricity, Electricite 
du Cambodge (EDC), more settlements in the inner Khans (80%) than in the outer Khans (60%) have direct 
connections, as opposed to connections through landlords or middlemen. Fewer outer Khan settlements 
(67%) than inner Khan settlements (86%) are connected to piped water through the Phnom Penh Water 
Supply Authority (PPWSA), but also a higher portion of inner Khan settlements had direct connection to 
PPWSA rather than through a middleman or middleman compared to outer Khan settlements. As prices 
for direct connections to state run electricity and water are on average cheaper than through landlords or 
middlemen, residents in the outer Khan settlements are more likely to be paying a higher price for their 
utilities. 

In conclusion, The Phnom Penh Survey found that the overall living conditions of urban poor settlements 
are still in dire need of improvement. This is particularly true for outer Khan settlements, where residents 
experience lack of infrastructure and service provision. There is therefore a need for the Municipality 
of Phnom Penh (MPP) to make a coordinated effort to provide and support greater infrastructure and 
service provision, with some of the priorities being drainage systems, trash collection and widespread 
connections to state run water and electricity. 

Although improved living conditions will make a significant difference to the daily lives of settlement 
residents, this alone cannot guarantee them adequate housing. Crucially, urban poor settlements must 
be provided with secure tenure. The ongoing lack thereof, as extensively noted in previous research on 
urban poor settlements, remains a key issue today. This survey indicates that threat of eviction, both 
formal and informal, persists and that the majority of settlements have not undergone the systematic land 
registration process; some have even been excluded. 
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To address the various barriers that contribute to the difficulties in securing tenure for urban poor 
settlements, including lack of state land identification and mapping, limited SLR and land titling, as well 
as lack of access to information deriving from these processes, several stakeholders must be involved. 
The Ministry of Land Management, Urban Planning, and Construction (MLMUPC) should commit to 
implementing a transparent, coordinated SLR and land titling in urban areas and make information on SLR 
public. They must also carry out a transparent state land identification and mapping, and make the Land 
Register public. The Municipality of Phnom Penh (MPP) should also make public information about Circular 
03, and all the data it has gathered thus far. Also key is a commitment by the MPP to make relocation of 
urban poor settlements a last resort, and, instead, prioritize sustainable on-site upgrading of urban poor 
settlements. Development partners can encourage the Royal Government of Cambodia to implement the 
above recommendations, as well as work to create programming which includes both land tenure and 
living conditions issues of the urban poor. 
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INTRODUCTION1

In the decades after the fall of the Khmer Rouge regime in 1979, former residents, refugees, internally 
displaced persons (IDPs) and rural migrants repopulated a Phnom Penh that had been deserted since 
1975. The Vietnamese-backed government at the time allowed people to occupy buildings on a “first-
come first-served basis” with people in the new civil service taking central locations near their ministries 
and the police and military snatching up the best housing.8   Latecomers and the poor then began to 
create the many low-income settlements in the city starting in the late 1980s.9  People mainly settled in 
the center of the city, on rooftops, roadsides, along riverbanks, close to main markets and by the train 
station.10  Phnom Penh has continued to grow since then, with 7 Khans (districts) expanded to 8 Khans in 
2009 and to 9 Khans in 2011. In 2013 Phnom Penh’s 4 inner Khans include Doun Penh, Chamkarmon, Toul 
Kork and 7 Makara while the 5 outer Khans are Meanchey, Russey Keo, Sensok, Dangkor and Porsenchey. 
Approximately 1.6 million people lived in these 9 Khans of the city by 2013,11  and the Municipality of 
Phnom Penh (MPP) estimates up to a quarter of the city’s residents to be poor. 12  

There are several major studies that have been conducted on the urban poor and their dwellings in 
Phnom Penh’s inner and outer Khans. Using various methods, these studies have collected data on urban 
poor settlements and families, information on evictions and threat of eviction, land titling, and land 
categorization as well as general socio-economic conditions. “The State of Poor Settlements in Phnom 
Penh, Cambodia” by the community based organization the Squatter and Urban Poor Federation (SUPF) 
conducted in 1997 was the first comprehensive public survey on Phnom Penh’s urban poor settlements. 
At the time, it surveyed 379 settlements and reported that a total of 180,000 people in Phnom Penh lived 
in “informal settlements.”13  The study included data on land categorization finding that the number of 
families on “state land” was relatively low with 24% of families on “government land,” 16% in “public open 
spaces” and 22% on private land. It is important to note however, that state land has not been mapped 
publically, thus it is not possible to verify these numbers. The report also showed that 33% of families had 
a history of forced evictions or threat of eviction.14 This 1997 survey was followed by the report “Phnom 
Penh: an information booklet on the city’s development and the settlements of the Urban Poor” in 2003, 
which included more data from the outer Khans. Major findings included that the scale of poverty was 
much worse in the outer Khans where the relocation sites had been established as well as that 40% of 
communities were under threat of eviction.   

The Phnom Penh Survey: A Study on Urban Poor Settlements in Phnom Penh

8  Fallavier, 2007, p. 71
9  ibid.,  p.72 
10 ibid.,  p., 73
11 Mech, Dara & Willemyns, Alex. (2013, August 16) Population Figures Show Continued Growth. The Cambodia Daily. Retrieved from
     http://www.cambodiadaily.com/archives/population%E2%80%88figures-show-continued-growth-39927/
12 Phnom Penh Capital. (2012). The Phnom Penh Urban Poor Assessment. Phnom Penh, Cambodia: Phnom Penh Capital Hall.p. 5
13 The use of the term “informal” to describe poor settlements can be problematic as this often implies that they are illegal. There is
     however, a lack of adequate information on the actual legal status of the settlements. For more detail refer to section 1.2  Language and
     Terminology of this report.  
14 The Asian Coalition for Housing Rights. (2004). Negotiating the Right to Stay in the City. Environment and Urbanization, Vol 16 Number 1,
     9-26, p. 14
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In 2009 STT published “The 8 Khan Survey” to build on previous surveys. Data was collected from interviews 
with community representatives, with responses to questions given on behalf of the settlement as a 
whole. It identified 410 settlements in the 8 Khans with a total of 40,548 urban poor families. Importantly, 
it found that while in 1997 close to half of Phnom Penh’s urban poor lived in the inner Khans, that figure 
had dropped to almost a quarter in 2009 revealing a major shift of urban poor settlements from the inner 
to outer Khans. The survey also confirmed the data from the 2003 report that life in the outer Khans 
was significantly harder in comparison to the inner Khans, a possible result of urban poor displaced to 
relocation sites where access to work, markets, schools and healthcare was difficult.

In 2012 the Municipality of Phnom Penh (MPP) conducted “The Phnom Penh Urban Poor Assessment” 
as their baseline study on urban poor communities15  to give an overview of the living conditions, socio-
economic status and delivery of social services. According to the study, there are 516 “areas of urban 
poor communities,” 342 of which are organized, and 174 which are not. The authors estimate that at 
least a quarter of a million people live in the 516 urban poor areas.16  To assess the living standards of 
the urban poor, the MPP conducted 2,033 individual interviews and 281 interviews with community 
representatives from randomly selected communities, proportionately distributed across the 9 Khans.17  
The study revealed a gloomy economic picture for urban poor families; 60% of families earning less than 
US$75 per month, thus below the poverty line.18  An alarming 83% of families were found to be in debt. 
In terms of infrastructure and services, sanitation and environmental hygiene were of concern for almost 
30% of communities without a proper sewage system, close to 40% without garbage collection and 15% 
of without a connection to a running water source.19   The MPP study however, aggregates all Khan data 
together leaving out any differences between inner and outer Khans, a distinction that has been important 
in the past for many issues including tenure security, infrastructure and service provision.  In addition, 
despite making claims that “most urban poor communities... have developed on public land”20   the study 
did not specifically collect data on tenure security or land registration.

In the context of the current poor living conditions and on-going tenure insecurity of Cambodia’s urban 
poor, the Phnom Penh Survey conducted in 2013 serves to update data on urban poor settlements.

15  While this report defines community as organized groups within settlements that consist of a community leader as well as community
     committees and possibly community meeting gatherings, the authors of the 2012 MPP study do not state what their definition of 
     community is. 
16 Phnom Penh Capital,  2012, p. 5 
17 ibid., p. 7
18 The Phnom Penh Urban Poor Assessment’s poverty line was based on the 2010 Cambodian Millennium Development Goals report, 
     which defines the poverty line as “the income for a person to be able to consume a food basket that provides at least 2,100 calories 
     of energy per day, with a small allowance for non-food items such as shelter and clothing.”  In 2007 Cambodia’s national poverty line was
     2,470 Riels per capita per day, about 60 cents. (Phnom Penh Capital, 2012, p.16-17) The UNDP Cambodia Annual Report 2012 states that 
    the Cambodian government redefined the poverty line to be if a person’s consumption level is under 3,871 Riels/day at 2009 prices.   
19 Phnom Penh Capital,  2012, p.20
20 Phnom Penh Capital,  2012, p.10
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2.1. Objectives 

The objective of this report is to update as well as add new data on existing urban poor settlements, 
following on from the “The 8 Khan Survey” conducted in 2009. The specific objectives are as follows:

  •   To update data on existing urban poor settlements from “The 8 Khan Survey,” identify potential
                   new settlements and add new relevant information
 •   To produce current, accurate maps of the locations of urban poor settlements 
 •   To develop findings and recommendations for key stakeholders that will lead to positive
       outcomes for the urban poor 

2.2 Research Approach  

To reach the above objectives a three-part research approach was developed. 

 1.   Desk review
 2.   Identification of urban poor settlements and location and boundary set-up
 3.   Survey development and implementation 

Desk Review

A desk review was conducted on previous surveys and other research regarding the urban poor and their 
dwellings in Phnom Penh.  The three main surveys conducted prior to 2013 have been “The State of Poor 
Settlements in Phnom Penh, Cambodia” by the Squatter and Urban Poor Federation (SUPF) in 1997, “The 
8 Khan Survey” conducted by STT in 2009 and most recently “The Phnom Penh Urban Poor Assessment” 
by the Municipality of Phnom Penh (MPP) in 2012. 

Identification of Urban Poor Settlements: Location and Boundary Set-Up

Various words are used to refer to the urban poor and their homes around the world, but poor settlements 
are difficult to define under one term. Some settlements might include hundreds of residence structures 
as well as shops, schools and other social services, while others might be just a scattering of a few houses 
with not much else around. For the purpose of this research one basic definition was used for urban poor 
settlements, but to provide flexibility in order to catch the diverse range of urban poor settlements, some 
additional criteria was used. 

Urban poor settlement is defined as “a group of ten or more adjacent households whose housing structures 
are of visibly poor quality, and/or whose homes have been laid out in a non-conventional fashion without 
adherence to a ground plan.” In addition, ten or more families living in houses which lack one or more 
of the following criteria from UN Habitat’s definition of slums21   were also categorized as urban poor 
settlements.

RESEARCH OBJECTIVES AND 
METHODOLOGY 2
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 •    Durable housing of a permanent nature that protects against extreme climate conditions
 •    Sufficient living space which means not more than three people sharing the same room
 •    Easy access to safe water in sufficient amounts at an affordable price
 •    Access to adequate sanitation in the form of a private or public shared toilet by a reasonable
       number of people 
 •    Security of tenure that prevents forced evictions 

Given that the starting point for the survey were the settlements in “The 8 Khan Survey,” it was expected 
that some settlements featured in the 2009 report may since have improved in terms of living conditions. 
For urban poor settlements that appeared to have been improved, an additional questionnaire was used 
to determine whether they could still be considered urban poor. Some settlements had been improved 
in terms of physical infrastructure, with upgraded building structures and dirt roads that had been paved 
with concrete. Following the use of this additional questionnaire, some settlements were excluded from 
the final analysis on the basis of having improved. All settlements initially found however, were surveyed. 

Survey Development & Implementation 

The survey was developed by the STT Research Team with inputs from “The 8 Khan Survey” team from 
2009 and after field visits were conducted to understand the overall situation of urban poor settlements. 
It was written in English, then translated into Khmer. The survey questionnaire was also tested in the field 
before being finalized. 

The survey was divided into 7 sections: 

 Section 1: Background Information and Demographics
 Section 2: Occupancy
 Section 3: Land Tenure
 Section 4: Housing Structures, Infrastructure, and Services
 Section 5: Settlement Asset, Security and Social Capital 
 Section 6: Hazards and Risks
 Section 7: The Future

Enumerators were trained on data collection using Open Data Kit (ODK) through mobile phones and the 
use of GPS, then divided into 6 groups, with each team responsible for one to two Khans. They were 
provided with maps produced with Geographic Information System (GIS) to take to the field for each of 
the 96 Sangkats (wards) within the 9 Khans (districts) as well as a GPS device, which was uploaded with a 
route map to navigate locations. GPS points for the 410 settlements that were part of “The 8 Khan Survey” 
were confirmed by marking the location at the center of the settlement and coded with the same codes 
previously used. Enumerators also drove around each street in the 9 Khans to find any other settlements 
that were not included in the previous survey. These newly found settlements were given new codes, and 
also marked. All of the settlement boundaries were also marked with GPS. A check list was used to identify 
whether the settlement could be considered urban poor, and all locations that were difficult to ascertain 
whether or not were urban poor settlements were re-visited to confirm the sites could be classified as 
such. GPS points were crosschecked by the Team Leaders as well as with Google Earth. 

The survey was conducted in Phnom Penh between May and August 2013 by enumerators in 466 settlements, 
340 of which were considered urban poor and included in the final analysis. For each settlement the 
target person for the interview was first the village chief, second the community leader, then community 
committee members, or settlement representatives. At the 340 urban poor settlements 21 village chiefs, 
47 community leaders, 10 community committee members and 44 settlement representatives were 
interviewed.  When these people could not be reached, or did not exist, a minimum of 3 settlement 
residents were interviewed in a group using a participatory approach. The interviewees answered survey 
questions on behalf of the settlement as a whole.
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 Type of respondents interviewed at the 340 urban poor settlements 

2.3 Research Ethics

STT works closely with urban poor communities in Phnom Penh and has considerable rapport with these 
communities. Given the importance of ensuring that data collection was unbiased, and proper research 
ethic protocols were followed, the concepts below were explained to all survey participants. 

 •    Voluntary participation
 •    Confidentiality 
 •    Anonymity 
 •    Purpose and outcomes of the research 
 •    Participants were assured that the information they shared would only be used for research and
                   advocacy purposes 
 •    Informed consent- enumerators sought verbal consent from participants before commencing
                   the survey 

2.4 Ensuring Data Quality 

Spot checks were conducted by the Research Manager and Field Supervisors to observe enumerator’s 
interactions with participants during interviews to guarantee the quality of interviewing as well as data 
entry. The majority of data for the survey was collected with the use of Open Data Kit (ODK) on mobile 
phones. The use of mobile phones aided in the collection of more accurate data, as validation codes 
were set for each question. Weekly meetings were also held between the enumerators and the Research 
Manager to clarify data and check data entry. 

2.5 Limitations 

Lack of Double Data Entry 

Due to the lack of human resources, the team entered the data only once, thus there is a reduced likelihood 
that data entry errors were highlighted. 

Possibility of Missing Settlements 

While enumerators identified settlements through “The 8 Khan Survey,” driving through all streets in each 
of the 9 Khans as well as asking for information from local residents, there is a possibility that some 
settlements that are hidden away and unknown were missed. 
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In addition, while the UN Habitat criteria for “slums” was utilized for identifying urban poor settlements, 
some of this criteria was not visible to the eye. The settlements that were included in this survey thus were 
either visibly poor or known by local partners or residents to fit one or more of the UN Habitat criteria. 
There may be settlements that fit one or more of the UN Habitat criteria, but were not visibly poor and 
were unknown to relevant stakeholders that also could have been missed. 

Definition and criteria of urban poor settlement

A clear definition of urban poor settlement, which included criteria from the UN Habitat definition for 
slums, as well as an additional questionnaire to determine whether a settlement was poor, was utilized 
for this survey. Some discretion however, was used by the survey team in deciding if a settlement was 
considered an urban poor settlement. This may have had a marginal effect on the data. 

2.6 Language & Terminology 

Urban Poor Settlements 

Urban poor settlements in Cambodia have been and are referred to in various ways, including “informal 
settlements,” “temporary settlements,” and “squatter settlements.” These terms have often been used 
synonymously with “illegal,” suggesting that the settlements were established on state land or land of 
another private individual. In fact, until 2000 the MPP informally categorized settlements in the city as 
either “urban poor” with at least some kind of occupancy status or “squatter” seen as occupying land 
illegally.22   Yet, as explained in later sections of this report, determining what type of land a settlement has 
been established on is not a straightforward task in Phnom Penh. This report thus uses the term “urban 
poor settlement” to describe generally the poor settlements in the city without any implications relating 
to the land rights of the settlements or individual households. 

Household vs. Family 

A household is defined as “a group of individuals who live together under the same roof and regularly 
share meals and expenses together (household members share the same food at least once a day).”  Family 
members away from home are not included unless they are:
 
 a.     A migrant spouse or migrant children that contribute regularly/ substantially to the household
                     expenses or 
 b.    Children of the head of household attending boarding school when the household fully
         supports them financially

Families are two or more people related by birth, marriage or adoption and residing together. A household 
though could consist of one person, unrelated individuals or a family. 23 

Community vs. Settlement 

Settlements are defined as a group of 10 or more adjacent households. The term community on the other 
hand, will be used to refer to household organization within settlements thus with a community leader 
and often with community committees. This organization may be for example, through saving groups. 
NGOs, local government authorities or communities themselves may have organized households into 
communities. Some settlements may consist of one or more communities while other settlements may 
contain no communities.

22  Fallavier, 2001, p. 74
23 McFalls Jr., Joseph A. (November 2003). What’s a Household? What’s a Family? Retrieved from http://www.prb.org/
     Publications/Articles/2003/WhatsaHouseholdWhatsaFamily.aspx
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 3.1 Introduction 

One of the main objectives of this research was to update information on urban poor settlements in 
Phnom Penh from “The 8 Khan Survey” conducted in 2009. Phnom Penh has expanded over the years, and 
added a new Khan in 2011. Phnom Penh today is divided into 9 Khans (districts). The inner Khans include; 
Doun Penh, Chamkarmon, Toul Kork and 7 Makara while the outer Khans include Meanchey, Russey Keo, 
Sensok, Dangkor and Porsenchey. The following section presents the current key data on the urban poor 
settlements in these 9 Khans with some comparisons to data from previous research. 

URBAN POOR SETTLEMENTS3

Rong Roeung, December 2013
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3.2. Findings

Urban Poor Settlements 

STT identified 340 urban poor settlements in Phnom Penh, including 80 settlements in the inner Khans and 
260 in the outer Khans. Just over three quarters of urban poor settlements in 2013 are thus located in the 
outer Khans, with under a quarter in the inner Khans.  The Khans with the largest number of urban poor 
settlements were Meanchey and Russey Keo with 89 and 87 settlements respectively. Doun Penh and 7 
Makara had the least, with 17 settlements in each. 28 settlements are part of the 9th Khan, Porsenchey, 
which was created in May 2011 partly carved from Dangkor. 27 of the 28 settlements in Porsenchey were 
therefore originally part of Dangkor. The decrease in settlements between 2009 and 2013 in Dangkor seen 
in Table 1 is therefore almost completely due to these settlements now being part of Porsenchey.  

table 1 : Number of Urban Poor Settlements between 1997-2013

The number of urban poor settlements looks to have decreased from 410 to 340 between 2009 to 2013. 
This can be attributed to several different factors. Firstly, 36 settlements that were considered urban poor 
in the 2009 survey were excluded on the basis of not fitting the 2013 criteria; 19 settlements featured in 
the 2009 survey no longer had 10 or more houses,25   while 17 settlements had been improved/upgraded. 
Secondly, 41 settlements that were identified as individual settlements in the 2009 survey were considered 
as part of 12 larger settlements in the 2013 survey, accounting for about 20% of the decrease in number 

24  Note that the survey methodology for the 1997 and 2003 data is not known and could differ significantly from the formats used for STT’s
      2009 and 2013 surveys.  In addition, Sensok was created in 2009, and Porsenchey was created in 2011, thus data for previous years 
      before they were created are not applicable.
25  For “The 8 Khan Survey” settlements were identified as “a site with 10 or more families living in shelter with predominately low cost 
     housing materials.  As noted in the Language and Terminology section, the definition of urban poor settlements was altered for the
     Phnom Penh survey. Urban poor structures that were in clusters of less than 10 houses were excluded.
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of settlements.26   Thirdly, and significantly, 64 settlements that existed in 2009 had “vanished,” with land 
either completely vacant or occupied by new buildings such as factories, schools, apartments and shops. 
These “vanished” settlements account for close to 50% of the decrease in settlements between 2009 and 
2013. While there is information available on some of the families who were evicted from these locations, 
it is possible that families whose whereabouts are unknown may also have been evicted and or relocated. 
These families may have left the city all together, as many evicted families in Phnom Penh have done. 
Lastly, although enumerators did check with neighbors whether urban poor settlements existed in the 
past where vacant land or other developments were found, there is a possibility that some settlement 
locations in “The 8 Khan Survey” were located incorrectly due to GPS error. Thus while a small percentage 
of settlements had been improved, a positive development contributing to the decrease in settlements, 
the overall picture for the urban poor is gloomy, with the most prominent reason for the decrease due to 
settlements that have disappeared. 

Although there is an overall decrease of settlements, there are 56 new settlements that were not included 
in “The 8 Khan Survey.” The majority of these were established at the time the survey was conducted in 
2008-2009, but may have consisted of less than 10 households and were not considered settlements, or 
were missed by enumerators. Most of these “newly discovered” settlements are in Russey Keo with 21 
“new” settlements followed by Meanchey with 16 “new” settlements.
Comparison to previous data, displayed in Table 1, shows that the trend identified in “The 8 Khan Survey,” 
of a decreasing percentage of urban poor settlements in the inner Khans and an increasing percentage in 
the outer Khans has continued, though less dramatically. The percentage of urban poor settlements in the 
inner Khans decreased from 31% to 24% between 2009 and 2013, while for the outer Khans it increased 
from 69% to 76%. The 8 Khan Survey” noted that the shift of urban poor settlements from inner to outer 
Khans from 2000 to 2009 may be a result of the displacement of over 100,000 residents displaced from 
their homes. The decrease of settlements in the inner Khans after 2009 may also, in part, be due to the 
displacement of residents in urban poor settlements. Notably between 2008 and 2011, approximately 
3,500 families living around Boeung Kak Lake in Doun Penh were forcefully evicted from their homes in 
order to make way for the filling in of the lake. Another reason for the increase in the outer Khans vs. 
the inner Khans could be because with land in inner Khans already occupied, newcomers to the city are 
settling in the outer Khans

 

Data shows that the number of urban poor families in 2013 is 33,605, an approximately 7,000 family 
decrease from 2009.  This decrease is due mainly to the decrease in urban poor settlements because 
of “vanished” settlements and settlements that did not meet the criteria for urban poor settlements as 
noted above. In Doun Penh some of the decrease is likely due to the evictions of the families living around 
Boeung Kak Lake. Similarly, the decrease in 7 Makara may in part be because of evictions in Borei Keila. 
The decrease in families in Dangkor is mostly due to the settlements that are now considered part of the 
new Khan, Porsenchey. Overall, the number of families has decreased in every Khan except in Russey Keo. 

The MPP’s 2012 survey collected data on urban poor communities as opposed to urban 
poor settlements. It states that there are 516 “areas of urban poor communities,” but it 
is unclear what definition was used for urban poor communities or how they were identi-
fied. As the maps in the MPP report were quite  general, and did not use GPS points, it was 
not possible to discern where the 516 urban poor communities were located.  34% of the 
listed communities were in inner Khans while 66% were in the outer Khans.

26  New boundaries for the settlements were set after examination of settlements located on Google Earth/map and their proximity to each 
     other as well as on the ground information from community members.

Urban Poor Families
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table 2 : Number of Urban Poor Families between 1997-2013

The majority of settlements (71%) are not organized as communities, i.e. households in a settlement that 
have been organized for instance, through a saving scheme, and have a community leader. Organization 
into communities can have several benefits for settlement residents; for example, it enables collective 
action and dialogue with various stakeholders such as local authorities, and participation in development 
projects funded by different organizations. Within the 29% or 98 settlements that are organized, 125 
communities were found. These communities were identified through interviews with village chiefs, 
community leaders and members. Community organization was supported by various actors, the largest 
proportion (37%) by Urban Poor Development Fund (UPDF), followed by the Squatter and Urban Poor 
Federation (SUPF) (18%). 14% were organized by the communities themselves.  

Overall Characteristics of Settlements

Figure 1 shows that the majority (96%) of settlements in the inner Khans were established between 1979 
and 2001.27  83% in the outer Khans were also established in the same time period. In comparison to the 
percentage of settlements established in the outer Khans after 2001 (16% or 41 settlements), less than 
3% (2 settlements) of those in the inner Khans were established after 2001. It is possible that this could 
be related to the different picture that is revealed for the 34 settlements at the 48 relocation sites in 
the outer Khans, with 17 settlements, or half, established after 2001.28  This corresponds to the massive 
displacements of Phnom Penh residents especially in the inner Khans to relocation sites that happened 
in the 2000s.29

27  In 2001 the new Land Law came into effect. According to this law, any person who was in possession of their land prior to the passing of
     the law in August 2001, and satisfying five further criteria are entitled to apply for a land title. (Sahmakum Teang Tnaut. (2013). Policy for 
     the Poor?: Phnom Penh, Tenure Security and Circular03. Phnom Penh: Sahmakum Teang Tnaut.)
28 There are 54 relocation sites that people from Phnom Penh have been relocated to. 48 relocation sites are within Phnom Penh borders 
     and another 6 outside the borders. Out of the 54 relocation sites urban poor settlements were found at 34 locations. 
29  STT’s Dec. 2012 Fact and Figures report “54- And Counting?” found that 54 relocation sites have been established around Phnom Penh 
    since 1982. 83% were established after 2001. Peak years for the establishment of relocation sites were 2001 (11 sites) and 2006 (12 sites).  
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Figure 1 : Year of settlement establishment

In both inner and outer Khans most urban poor settlements are relatively small in size. 35% and 28% of 
settlements in the inner and outer Khans respectively were composed of fewer than 20 building structures 
while 33% and 30% of the settlements had between 21 and 50 structures Only 46 settlements, or 13% of all 
settlements, were found to be composed of 110 or more building structures. Of these 8 are located in the inner 
Khans and 38 in the outer Khans. Half of these large settlements in the outer Khans are relocation sites. Two of 
these relocation sites have 2000 or more building structures.  

Figure 2 : Number of building structures in settlements

   
As seen in Figure 4, much of the land settlements were established on was originally bodies of water such as 
lakes,  ponds, swamps, rivers and canals. Areas next to water were some of the preferred areas to establish 
homes in Phnom Penh; 90 settlements in the outer Khans (35%) and 40 settlements (50 %) in the inner Khans 
are on land, which was previously water. In the outer Khans settlements had also been established on vacant 
land (36%), and on rice fields (15%). In the inner Khans the second most common type of land (28%) the 
settlement was established on was land that had a building structure. There are no settlements in the inner 
Khans that were rice fields.
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Figure 3 : Land use before establishment of settlement

A total of 41%, or 141 settlements, are still located next to some kind of body of water including along or 
on a river, canal, lake, and natural pond. 31 settlements are located next to a railway. In comparison to the 
2009 survey we see a decline in roof top communities, from 33 to only 13, all of which were and still are 
in the inner Khans. According to neighbors living below the former roof top communities, the majority 
of these settlements were compensated to relocate either by the MPP or by owners of the buildings 
themselves. Some of the buildings had been turned into shops and guesthouses.

3.3 Key Findings

30  Boeungs (natural reservoir/lake) in particular in well-located areas of the city where urban poor settlements were established have been
    of interest for real estate investors, and some have been filled in order to be developed. The most notorious of these developments is the 
     centrally located Boeung Kak Lake, which was completely filled resulting in the eviction of some 3,500 residents living on and around the
     lake. (Sahmakum Teang Tnaut. (2012). A Tale of Two Cities: Review of the Development Paradigm in Phnom Penh. Phnom Penh: Sahma-
     kum Teang Tnaut., p73)

The trend of an increasing percentage of settlements in the outer Khans and a corresponding 
decrease in inner Khans has continued since 2009.
Overall, the number of settlements has decreased; close to 50% of this decrease is due to  settlements 
that have “vanished” where either the land has been developed or has been left vacant.  The number  
of families has also decreased, corresponding and mainly due to the decrease in settlements. 
The majority of settlements in both inner Khans (98%) and outer Khans (84%) were established 
before 2001 when the Land Law of 2001 came into effect.
Settlement size is relatively small with 35% and 28% of settlements in the inner and outer 
Khansrespectively composed of fewer than 20 building structures, 33% and 30% between 21 and 50   
structures and only 13% with 110 or more building structures. 
41% of settlements are located by bodies of water.
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4.1 Introduction

Previous research has focused extensively on the location of urban poor settlements, showing how these 
have moved from the inner 4 to outer 4 Khans. As noted in “The 8 Khan Survey,” much of this movement may 
be attributed to the displacement of residents especially from the inner Khans, highlighting the insecurity 
of tenure many urban settlements face. The Royal Government of Cambodia’s Land Management and 
Administration Program (LMAP) and the subsequent Land Administration Sub-Sector Program(LASSP)31  
have had substantial success in developing capacities to conduct systematic land registration (SLR), a state 
initiated process by which land titles are issued on a commune by commune basis32 , issuing a significant 
number of land titles.33  These however, have been mainly in rural areas with lower tenure insecurity; 
urban areas seem to have been neglected.34  Furthermore, there has been criticism that the project never 
planned to include “informal” settlements in the first place, something particularly pertinent to the urban 
sector.35   Land titling and tenure security are, therefore, pressing issues for urban poor settlements. 

There are three main types of land in Cambodia, as defined by the Land Law of 2001; these are state, 
private and collective. State land, which is divided into state public and state private, is any land that 
is not private or collective. State public land is all land held by the state that has a general public use, 
benefit or service.36  It can include roads, railways, heritage sites, schools, hospitals and administrative 
buildings among others.37  State private land is land that has no public interest value. While state private 
land can be leased or sold, state public land, on the other hand, cannot be owned by anyone but the 
state.38   Private land is land which is owned 39   or possessed 40  and collective land is land that belongs to 
indigenous peoples or monasteries. However, due to limitations in land registration and titling programs 
particularly in urban areas, as well as lack of access to a public Land Register, the legal status of most land 
in Phnom Penh remains unknown. Many residents have lived in their homes with explicit permission from 
local authorities or possess land sale contracts, but are not aware of the status of their land.41   This poses 
significant challenges for residents in urban poor settlements, ranging from tenure insecurity to lack of 
access to services and credit. 

LAND TENURE AND LAND TITLING 4

31  LMAP started in 2002 and ended operations in 2009 after a World Bank Inspection Panel investigation found it breached several of its 
      safeguard policies. It then transitioned into LASSP, but without the financial support of the World Bank.
32  Mehrak, Mehrvar, Chhay, Kim Sore & My Sambath, 2008, p.2
33  Sahmakum Teang Tnaut. (2013). Policy for the Poor?”: Phnom Penh, Tenure Security and Circular03. Phnom Penh: Sahmakum Teang 
     Tnaut, p. 9
34  ibid., p. 9
35  ibid., p. 9
36  ibid., p. 16
37  ibid., p. 15 
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38  Since only state private land can be leased or sold, state public land must be reclassified if it is to be developed. This is possible if state
          public land has lost its public interest use. (Sahmakum Teang Tnaut. (2012). A Tale of Two Cities: Review of the Development Paradigm in
      Phnom Penh. Phnom Penh: Sahmakum Teang Tnaut., p35)
39  Ownership is the “exclusive right to control, use and dispose of land and anything connected to that land.” Owners are officially recog-
      nized subsequent to receiving a land title through the full legal process and when the information in the Land Register is final.  (Sahma-
      kum Teang Tnaut, 2013, p. 13) 
40  Any person who was in possession of their land prior to the passing of the Land Law in August 2001 and fulfill five additional criteria may
      be a legal possessor and has to right to apply for a land title. No possession of state land is legal. (Sahmakum Teang Tnaut, 2013, p. 13)
41  Sahmakum Teang Tnaut, 2013, p. 15 
42  In some cases, there has been concern that residents have been opportunistically labeled as illegal settlers on state land when develop
      ment opportunities arise. Cases with Boeung Kak Lake, Koh Pich Island and Group 78 have shown that people who may have had legal
      claims to their land were not given the chance to have these assessed. Instead they were labeled as illegal settlers on state land and 
      their land was taken away. (Sahmakum Teang Tnaut, 2013, p. 15)

4.2 Findings

Type of Land

Respondents in 86% of all urban poor settlements state they know what kind of land they live on. As 
outlined in Figure 4, respondents most frequently stated that their settlement is located on private land 
belonging to the residents. Conversely, almost 40% of settlements have been told they live on some form 
of state land. Of these, 20 settlements in the inner Khans and 69 in the outer Khans reported that they 
had been informed that they live on state public land, while respondents in another 13 settlements in the 
inner Khans and 33 in the outer Khans stated they had been informed that they live on state private land. 
Given the lack state land mapping and land titling in urban areas however, it is difficult to verify claims 
regarding the legal status of a particular parcel of land. 

The majority of settlements that were told they were on state land were informed by local authorities 
including village chiefs, Sangkat level and Khan level authorities. 84% of settlements on state public land 
and 69% on state private land were informed of their status by local authorities. Survey results also suggest 
that those living in the inner Khans were more likely not to have information about what type of land they 
lived on (31%) in comparison with those in the outer Khans (9%). Given the history of evictions in Phnom 
Penh where some communities who had legal claims to their land were evicted from their homes without 
any chance for their claims to be assessed, an eye should be kept out for the 40% of settlements that were 
told that they were on “state land.”42     
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A few (7%) of the settlements surveyed, 22 in the outer Khans consisted of mainly renters. As such, the 
question regarding the settlement land’s legal status was not applicable.43  

Land Documentation and Registration 

A higher proportion of residents living in the outer Khans said that their settlement had written 
documentation establishing status of the land (49% or 106 settlements), in comparison with residents 
living in the inner Khans (20% or 11 settlements). It is important to note that only land titles can establish 
legal possession. While other written documentation can support obtaining land titles, there is often a lot 
of confusion regarding how strong or reliable a particular document is in establishing legal possession. 
Many settlements may possess documents that show tacit approval of the occupation of their land such 
as land receipts or officially witnessed land sale contracts.44       

43  This does not mean though that these settlements are the only places that house urban poor renters. Some urban poor for example, live
      in cheap rental units and some rent a single bed just for a night. 
35  ibid., p. 9
44  In Cambodia some people hold ‘hard titles’ or official land ownership certificates, but many have been unable to obtain these; 
      sometimes because their land has not been subject to, or was excluded from the SLR process. Under the new system, some are also are
     unable to afford to apply for sporadic titles. Many people thus possess ‘soft titles’ that show tacit approval of land occupation. 
     (Sahmakum Teang Tnaut, 2013, p. 13 )

Figure 4 : Type of land settlements are established on
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Both in the inner and outer Khans, the majority of settlements state they have not gone through the 
systematic land registration (SLR) process, with 76% of respondents from the inner Khans and 69% of the 
outer Khans reporting that they have not engaged in the process. Of the 61 settlements that did undergo 
the SLR process, 27 said that they received land titles, thus recognized as the “true owner of the land.”45   
More settlements in the outer Khans (22) than in the inner Khans (5) said that they had received titles. It 
is possible though that this number could be lower as some residents may have different understandings 
of what having a land title means. 

The data also shows that 25% of settlements have areas around them that have been registered or are 
in the process of undergoing systematic land registration suggesting that the settlements may have been 
excluded from the systematic land registration. Due to the lack of access to information regarding which 
areas have been titled however, it is not possible to confirm these figures. 14% of settlements, equivalent 
to a total of 35 settlements (11% inner Khan, 15% outer Khan) were explicitly told they were excluded 
from SLR. These settlements were not invited to participate in meetings conducted by local authorities to 
explain SLR when neighboring settlements were.

45  Once land titles are received through the full legal process, a person is recognized as the true owner of the land and the Land Register 
      information is definitive. (Sahmakum Teang Tnaut, 2013, p. 13 )

Figure 5 : Respondents that have some kind of written documentation establishing status of land
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4.3 Key Findings
While 117 settlements (34%) were on private land belonging to residents, 40% of settlements have 
been told that they are living on some kind of “state land,” either private or public. The lack of state        
land mapping and titling however means that the claims cannot be verified. 
A higher percentage of outer Khan settlements (49%) than inner Khan settlements (20%) said that 
they had documentation establishing status of land. 
The majority of settlements (inner Khans: 76%, outer Khans: 69%) have not gone through systematic 
land registration (SLR). 35 settlements have been explicitly excluded from the process.
Only 27 settlements, 8% out of all urban poor settlements, said that they received land titles.

•

•

•

•

table 3 : Settlements explicitly told they have been excluded from Systematic Land Registration (SLR)
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5.1 Introduction

Over 150,000 people, equivalent to 11 % of Phnom Penh’s current population, have been displaced over 
the past two decades, often as a result of forced evictions. Although the Royal Government of Cambodia 
regularly claims that those evicted are illegal squatters on state public land, there is often no assessment 
of the occupants’ rights to their land as legal possessors.46    In addition, as noted in the previous section 
on Land Tenure and Land Titling, land registration efforts, such as the donor supported Land Management 
and Administration Project (LMAP) and the Land Administration Sub-Sector Program (LASSP), as well as 
the government’s 201X Directive 01, have by and large, or entirely, omitted urban areas, thus adding to 
the difficulties of securing tenure for urban poor residents.47 

After a series of violent forced evictions in 2009, Circular 03 on Resolution of Temporary Settlement on 
Land Which Has Been Illegally Occupied in the Capital, Municipal, and Urban Area (C03), an administrative 
measure aimed at “resolving” the issue of households occupying “state land,” was developed. The circular 
eventually took on a role of defining a range of measures such as the identification of so-called illegal 
settlements, provision of on-site upgrading and resettlement as well as basic services provision.48  While 
some saw the policy to have potential in helping formalize informal settlements, there has also been 
concern that it will not be used in a pro-poor manner and could undermine the legitimate land rights 
of urban poor residents.49  In Phnom Penh the MPP has purportedly started to implement C03, but this 
has occurred without much oversight by donors, civil society or communities. Impacts, as well as current 
status of implementation, if any, are unknown.50  

This section lays out up-to-date information about the real and perceived threat of eviction for Phnom 
Penh’s urban poor settlements as well as their experiences with C03.  

5.2 Findings
 
Eviction Threats (Formal and Informal) 

45% of settlements in the inner Khans and 37% in the outer Khans reported that their settlement was 
facing eviction and/or pressure to relocate. This includes several different types of eviction threats, both 
formal and informal. 31% of all settlements surveyed stated they had informal threats of eviction via 
meetings, verbal notices, or through rumor. 8%, or 26 settlements, had formal threats, or defined as either 
formal written notices or written relocation proposals.  

EVICTIONS AND CIRCULAR 03 5

46  Sahmakum Teang Tnaut, 2013, p. II
47  ibid., p. 9
48  ibid., p. 2
49  ibid., p. 66
50  ibid., p. 2 
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Figure 6 shows that formal eviction threats were received by a slightly higher percentage of settlements in 
the inner Khans compared to the outer Khans. Over half of these settlements are located by water bodies, 
such as ponds, lakes, or rivers. In terms of informal threats, a total of 20 settlements (3 inner Khans, 17 
outer Khans) had meetings with local authorities regarding evictions and 16 settlements (3 inner Khans, 
13 outer Khans) had received verbal notices from local authorities,51  private companies developing the 
land, or other sources such as media.  The largest proportion (53%) of settlements both in the inner Khans 
(18 settlements) and outer Khans (52 settlements) though heard they faced eviction through rumors.52  
Rumors of eviction are not necessarily a sign that residents will be evicted, but more a measure of a sense 
of tenure insecurity among residents.  

Figure 6 : Types of eviction threats

For the 103 respondents that were aware of the reasons of eviction/relocation, more often the reason 
was for private developments (47%) than for public developments (32%) (see Figure 7). This private vs. 
public development breakdown reflects the trend in recent years of private sector actors increasingly 
becoming a dominant force in Cambodia’s urban development.53   

51  Verbal notices include verbal eviction notices and verbal relocation proposals 
52  Rumor includes through word of mouth, news papers, and other 
53  Sahmakum Teang Tnaut. (2012). A Tale of Two Cities: Review of the Development Paradigm in Phnom Penh. Phnom Penh: Sahmakum 
     Teang Tnaut, p. 2 
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Not surprisingly, many respondents experienced feelings of tenure insecurity.  Figure 8 below shows a 
higher percentage of settlement residents in the outer Khans (46%) compared to the inner Khans (30%) 
felt their tenure was not secure.

  (n=340)

 Inner Khans (n=80)

Figure 7 : Reason for eviction/relocation

Figure 8 : In regards to tenure security, to what extent do you agree with the following statement: “I feel 
safe and secure in this settlement.”

Public

Private

Not sure / Don’t know

Neither agree
nor disagree

Agree

Disagree

Neither agree
nor disagree

Agree

Disagree

Outer Khans (n=259)

Circular 03 (C03)

The MPP website states that as of December 2011 it had completed data collection on “temporary 
settlements” in all nine Khans, on individual households in three Khans and partially in one Khan as part 
of Circular 03 implementation.54   The clear majority of settlements surveyed (87%) however, had never 
heard of the Circular. 23 settlements had direct experience of C03. The most common experiences were 
through meetings, talks or public displays by local authorities (16 settlements) or through NGO trainings 
or meetings (5 settlements). 

While it is not clear if C03 implementation is going ahead, respondents in only 15 settlements reported 
that they had been informed by the government/local authorities their settlement had been selected for 
C03 implementation (see Table 4).

54  Sahmakum Teang Tnaut, 2013, p. 2 
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55  In the 2013 STT report Policy for the Poor: Phnom Penh, Tenure Security and Circular 03, information on what communities were 
      selected  for C03 implementation was taken from letters from the Chairs of Khan Meanchey and Khan Sen Sok to H.E Chair of the Capital
      of Phnom Penh written in 2011. There is some clear overlap in communities that reported they were selected for implementation in this
      survey. However, as the obtained government documents were not specific enough to identify exact locations it was not possible to 
      verify if all the settlements are the same.

26 settlements (8%) have received formal eviction notices, in the form of either written notices or 
proposals. A further 106 settlements (31%) had informally received eviction threats
The largest number of settlements (70 settlements, or 53%) heard they faced eviction through 
rumors. 
Reasons for eviction were more often for private developments (47%) rather than public  
developments (32%), reflecting the dominance of private sector actors in Cambodia’s recent 
development.
Only 15 settlements have been informed that they were selected for Circular 03 implementation, 
while the majority of settlements (87%) had never heard of the Circular

•

•

•

•

table 4 : Settlements informed they were selected for C03 implementation55 

5.3 Key Findings
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HOUSING STRUCTURE, INFRASTRUCTURE 
AND SERVICES 6

6.1 Introduction 

“The 8 Khan Survey” in 2009 revealed that infrastructure provision for urban poor settlements, especially 
those located in the outer Khans, was inadequate. State provision of water and electricity reached less than 
half of the settlements, with private suppliers meeting the rest of the demand, often charging exorbitant 
prices to some of the city’s poorest residents.56   More recently, the 2012 MPP report  argued that out 
of the urban poor communities they surveyed most had road access (96%), electricity (92%)  and water 
supply (85%) which they claimed were  “widely developed under the leadership of the government,”  but 
also acknowledged that sewage systems (72%) and garbage collection services (60%) were still lacking.57  
The MPP report however, gives an overall percentage of both inner and outer Khans. This section of the 
report assesses the status of infrastructure and service provision with comparisons between the inner and 
outer Khans. 

6.2 Findings

Infrastructure 

The 2012 MPP report says that 96% of urban poor communities have “road access.”58  Similarly, this survey 
found that most settlements have some kind of access to their homes, however, that the type of access 
as well as the material it is constructed from could differ considerably depending on the settlement, with 
clear overall differences between the inner and the outer Khans. As seen in Figure 9, both in the inner 
and outer Khans the most common access is through a small alley or path which only fits one motorbike; 
about half of settlements in both inner Khans and outer Khans reported using this type of path for access. 
With more building structures and developments centered in the inner Khans, it seems that currently 
there is still more space in the outer Khans for wider streets.  More settlements in the outer Khans (36%) 
had access through a one-lane road able to fit one car compared to in the inner Khans (14%). In the inner 
Khans settlement access roads are more often constructed of concrete (68%, 54 settlements) as opposed 
to unpaved or dirt roads (26%, 21 settlements). The exact opposite is true for the outer Khans with a 
higher percentage of unpaved, dirt roads (64%, 167 settlements) compared to concrete roads (28%, 72 
settlements).  The majority of settlements in the outer and inner Khans reported that there was neither 
street nor communal lighting. A higher percentage of outer Khan settlements (97%) had had no lighting, 
compared to settlements in the inner Khans (76%). 

56  Sahmakum Teang Tnaut. (2009). The 8 Khan Survey. Phnom Penh: Sahmakum Teang Tnaut, p. 7  
57  Phnom Penh Capital, 2012, p. 28
58  Phnom Penh Capital, 2012, p. 28 
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Figure 9 : Type of access roads to settlements

For the outer Khans the most common primary construction material used for home structures in the 
settlements was wood or logs (45%) and second most common was low quality mixed materials (19%) 
followed by metal sheets (17%). In the inner Khans the most common were low quality mixed materials 
(40%), wood or logs (28%) and concrete, bricks or stone (20%). 

Drainage is an issue for settlements in the outer Khans, with 58% of settlements reporting that they have 
no system of drainage for rain or human waste (see Figure 10). In comparison, only 6% of settlements in 
the inner Khans said they had no system. The majority of settlements in the inner Khans (79%) utilized an 
underground sewage system while only 32% in the outer Khans did. The 2012 MPP report states that 72% 
of their urban poor community sample had sewage systems.59   As mentioned previously though, since 
their results aggregate both inner and outer Khans, the percentage does not reflect differences between 
the two areas. The data also shows that communities themselves still are a driving force for drainage 
related infrastructure with 46% of the systems supported by the community, with local authority support 
(31%) and NGO support (11%) trailing behind.

59  Phnom Penh Capital, 2012, p. 28  
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Figure 10 : Type of drainage system for rain water and human waste 
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On the whole, a greater proportion of inner Khan settlements were affected by flooding at least once 
during the last three rainy seasons (68%) against the outer Khan settlements (53%). Yet among those that 
were affected by flooding, the outer Khans tended to have flooding which took longer to drain as shown in 
Figure 11. The starkest contrast was the number of settlements in the inner vs. outer Khans with flooding 
taking more than four weeks to drain. Out of the 55 settlements that experienced this kind of flooding, 
only 1 was in the inner Khans; the rest, 54, were in the outer Khans. Half of these were in Meanchey and 
another quarter in Russey Keo. 

In terms of toilet facilities, 86% of settlements in the inner Khans and 77% in the inner Khans said they 
had individual facilities.60  While 14%, equivalent to 37 settlements, in the outer Khans reported they 
had no access to any toilet facilities (including shared or public facilities), in the inner Khans only 3% or 2 
settlements had no access. Since a total of 157 settlements have no system of drainage, and an additional 
20 settlements drain directly from the house to a pond, river, lake or rice field, it is likely that many 
settlements are unable to dispose of human waste safely.

60  The 2012 MPP report points in a similar direction, stating that 80% of their sampled households used toilets.  

Figure 11 : Amount of time for flooding to drain during the rainy season
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Figure 12 exhibits that solid waste/trash collection is lacking in outer Khan settlements with 188 
settlements, or 72% of respondents, indicating that there was no collection at all. In contrast, close to 
half of respondents in the inner Khans stated they had collection every day (37 settlements 46%), while 
over a quarter stated trash was collected twice a week. 18% of inner Khan settlements stated they had 
no solid waste collection. The 2012 MPP report also reflected that compared to some other services, 
garbage collection was one of the “less common” services with 60% of urban poor communities without 
collection.61   

In the 202 settlements without trash collection, 13% of respondents reported that they disposed their 
trash in areas with collection services, 37% dumped their trash in areas without collection services, and 
another 45% burned it (Figure 13). 

61  Phnom Penh Capital, 2012, p. 28   

Figure 12 : Frequency of solid waste/trash collection
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Figure 13 : Solid waste management of residents without trash collection service
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A higher percentage of settlements in the inner Khans are connected to Phnom Penh Water Supply Authority 
(PPWSA)62  piped water (86%) compared with those in the outer Khans (67%). Having a connection means 
that the water network reaches the settlement, and does not however, measure whether individual 
households have connections. While only 9% of inner Khan settlements had never had a connection to 
piped water, for outer Khans it was close to 30%, again showing the discrepancy in service provision 
between inner and outer Khans (see Figure 14). The type of water connection/service also changes the 
cost for residents. The cheapest is PPWSA piped water charged directly to the user at a mean cost of 750 
Riels/m3 as seen in Table 5. The mean cost of the same PPWSA piped water charged by a middleman 
or landlord is 2,615 Riels/m3, over three times as expensive, and other sources of water are even more 
costly. Most inner Khan settlements (78%) were connected to PPWSA water directly, paying the lowest 
price of water while less than half (43%) of outer Khans were connected directly. A higher portion of 
residents in outer Khan settlements are thus paying more for their water.

Inner Khans (n=80), Outer Khans (n=260)

62  The Phnom Penh Water Supply Authority is listed as a “public enterprise” and “in theory is financially autonomous and operates for
      profit.” It is to some extent under the supervision of the Municipality of Phnom Penh. (Sahmakum Teang Tnaut. (2012). A Tale of Two 
      Cities: Review of the Development Paradigm in Phnom Penh. Phnom Penh: Sahmakum Teang Tnaut., p7, p.22 )   

Figure 14 : Settlement access to Phnom Penh Water Supply Authority (PPWSA) piped water
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Both in the inner and outer Khans, over 80% of settlements are connected to state electricity (Electricite 
du Cambodge, EDC). This does not mean that each household has an electricity connection, but that the 
connection reaches the settlement itself. Similar to the situation with connection to PPWSA piped water 
above, a higher percentage of those in the outer Khans have never been connected to state electricty, 
a total of 39 settlements compared with 4 settlements in the inner Khans. According to the 2012 MPP 
survey, 92% of urban communities are connected to electricity,63  a higher percentage than are connected 
to water, in line with the general findings of this survey. Table 6 shows that the average cost of electricity 
with a direct connection to EDC is close to three times cheaper than when it is charged by a middleman/
landlord. Again, as with water connections, a larger percentage of residents in the outer Khans pay the 
higher price.

63  Phnom Penh Capital, 2012, p. 28 

Inner Khans (n=80), Outer Khans (n=260)

table 5:  Mean cost and access to water connection by provider or source

Figure 15 : Settlement access to state electricity (Electricite du Cambodge)
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Infrastructure and service provision in the outer Khans still lags behind significantly when compared 
with the inner Khans. 
 Drainage is especially a problem in the outer Khans with close to 60% without any drainage system 
compared to 6% in the inner Khan settlements. The majority of inner Khan settlements (79%) utilize 
an underground sewage system while only 32% in the outer Khans do. 
There is a large gap between settlements in inner and outer Khans for solid waste collection; 72% 
in the outer Khans do not have any trash collection while the majority (82%) of inner Khans had 
some type of collection.  
A similar percentage of inner and outer Khan settlements are connected to state electricity while 
a higher percentage of those in the inner Khans (86%) compared to in the outer Khans (67%) are 
connected to state piped water. 
More settlements in the inner Khans have direct connections to state electricity (EDC) and Phnom 
Penh Water Supply Authority piped water (PPWSA) compared to in the outer Khans.
Settlement connection to utilities though does not mean that all individual households have access. 
Since prices for utilities are approximately three times cheaper with a direct connection compared 
to through a middleman/landlord, outer Khan settlements are often paying higher prices for their 
utilities.

•

•

•

•

•

6.3 Key Findings

table 6 : Mean cost and access to electricity by provider
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RISKS AND HAZARDS7
7.1 Introduction 

Like in many urban poor areas around the world, residents in Phnom Penh’s urban poor settlements are 
subjected to risks and hazards as a result of the location of their homes and the lack of service provision. 
As discussed in previous sections of this report, many settlements, for instance, do not have proper 
sewage systems for water or human waste, lack collection services for trash, and live in houses built out 
of low quality materials. This section summarizes potential health and security issues identified by the 
settlement residents themselves.   

7.2 Findings 

Health

The most common potential health hazards identified by respondents, as shown in Figure 16, were polluted 
water and polluted air with 43% and 42% of respondents indicating these as a problem. Respondents also 
saw living near a trash site as a potential hazard, with 18% of settlement respondents indicating they lived 
near one. This is not surprising given that many settlements, especially in the outer Khans, do not have 
regular or any trash collection services. Almost 10% of respondents also indicated living near waste from 
an industry or factory as a hazard. 30% of respondents stated that they did not experience any of the 
hazards listed in Figure 16. 

(n=537)

Figure 16 : Potential health hazards in settlements
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Crime and Security 

Respondents were asked to outline any problems that the settlement faces in terms of crime and security 
and given a list of possible concerns to choose from, shown in Figure 17. Multiple answers were allowed. 
Respondents were mostly concerned with alcohol abuse (64%), domestic violence (48%), and petty crime 
(41%) in their settlement.  24% of respondents indicated that none of the listed problems were a concern 
for their settlement. 

Figure 17 : Problems that the settlements face in terms of crime and security

 

 

7.3 Key Findings 

Settlement respondents indicated polluted air and water, as well as living near trash sites or waste 
from industries or factories as the most common potential health hazards for their settlements.  
In terms of crime and security, respondents are the most concerned with alcohol abuse, domestic 
violence and petty crime.

•

•
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SETTLEMENT SAVING SCHEMES 
AND SUPPORT 8

8.1 Introduction 
 
As stated previously, this survey found 125 organized communities within the 340 urban poor settlements 
in Phnom Penh. Community organization can provide many potential benefits such as the ability to take 
collective action and to receive development assistance from civil society organizations and associations. 
One of the ways that communities, especially those that already have good leaders and networks, have 
been strengthened is through community saving schemes.64  

8.2 Findings 

Figure 18 shows that a higher percentage of settlements in the outer Khans either have or had an organized 
saving scheme compared to those in the inner Khans. Out of the 63 settlements that had saving schemes, 
59 were in the outer Khans and only 4 in the inner Khans. Out of the 63 settlements that had saving 
schemes, 43 were still functional.65  

Figure 18 : Settlements that have or have had saving schemes

Inner Khans (n=80)

64  Fallavier, 2007, p. 129
65  Saving schemes usually work in one of two ways; either community members contribute small amounts of money that can be borrowed
  for personal needs and paid back, or the money is used for community development purposes such as repairing roads, building toilets etc.

Outer Khans (n=260)
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More settlements in the outer Khans have organizations or associations working in them, as seen in Figure 
19 below. One possible reason for this may be because it is often more difficult to work with settlements 
in the inner Khans as local authorities have been known to have stricter hold over what residents in these 
settlements do. NGOs often have to write letters to local authorities to organize meetings or host events 
with communities. Also, many organizations choose to work in outer Khans with communities that are 
impoverished due to resettlement at relocation sites.

Figure 19 : Is there any group, organization or association currently working with the settlement?

Inner Khans (n=80) Outer Khans (n=260)

43 settlements, or 12% of all settlements, had functional saving schemes. Most of the settlements 
with these saving schemes were in the outer Khans (41 settlements). There were 2 functional 
saving schemes in the inner Khans.  
Settlements in the outer Khans were more likely to have organizations or associations working   
with them (38%) than those in the inner Khans (11%).

•

•

8.3 Key Findings
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CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATIONS9

The number of urban poor settlements in Phnom Penh has been decreasing over the years, but this 
does not necessarily reflect a positive change due to residents being “lifted out of poverty.” Part of this 
decrease tells of the insecure tenure that urban poor settlements face; some of the settlements that have 
disappeared since 2009 when STT conducted “The 8 Khan Survey” were the result of evictions. Other 
settlements have vanished, without any clear record of what happened, the land vacant or developed and 
the current location of the previous residents unknown.  

For the 340 urban poor settlements that exist today, insecure tenure remains a reality. The threat of 
eviction is present for many, some with formal eviction notices, others with informal threats. Although 
some settlements and their residents may have the documents needed to obtain land titles, systematic 
land registration (SLR) has not been implemented in the majority of settlements. Furthermore, while the 
implementation of Circular 03, the administrative measure meant to “resolve” the issue of occupation on 
state public land, has commenced, the current status of implementation is unknown. According to this 
survey, only 15 settlements have been told that they were selected for C03 implementation. 

Rong Roeung. December 2013
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Urban poor settlements in the city today lack infrastructure and service provision, with limited drainage 
systems, trash collection and access to reasonably priced utilities. A clear divide exists between inner 
and outer Khan settlements, with those in the outer Khans falling behind in almost all categories. On-
site upgrading is ideal for settlements in both inner and outer Khans so that residents can increase their 
standards of living yet still maintain their economic activities and social networks they have established 
in the city. So far however, the Royal Government of Cambodia’s promises of upgrading urban poor 
settlements have gone up in smoke. Instead, the answer to Phnom Penh’s urban poor has often been 
eviction, relocation and displacement generally resulting in lowered living standards. This tendency is 
concerning, as it is a continuation of the development paradigm in Phnom Penh in which the poor are 
seen as obstacles to the development of the city, their rights disregarded. Ultimately, adequate housing 
conditions for urban poor settlements cannot be met only with physical infrastructure upgrades, but must 
happen together with concerted efforts to increase security of tenure. Transparent processes, publicly 
available information and community participation must be central to these efforts.  

9.1 Recommendations

The brief recommendations below are directed at key stakeholders of urban poor issues and policy in 
Phnom Penh.

Municipality of Phnom Penh (MPP) 

 •   Make a coordinated effort to provide and support greater infrastructure and service provision
  in urban poor settlements with a focus especially on the outer Khans. Some of the priorities
  should include drainage systems, trash collection and widespread connections to state run
  electricity (Electricite du Cambodge) and Phnom Penh Water Supply Authority piped water.
 • Make information about Circular 03 and data gathered on communities in all stages thus far
  publically available to ensure oversight from donors, civil society and communities.  
 • Commit to developing adequate housing for the urban poor, which includes the provision of
  security of tenure. 
 • Make on-site upgrading of urban poor settlements the primary choice, as opposed to eviction
  and viable alternative tenure security plans where on-site upgrading is not possible. 

Ministry of Land Management, Urban Planning, and Construction (MLMUPC) 

 • Strongly commit to implementing transparent and coordinated systematic land registration
  (SLR) and land titling in urban areas. 
 • Make information publicly available on systematic land registration (SLR) including which
  areas have been excluded.
 • Commit to state land identification and mapping through a transparent and participatory
  process and make the state Land Register public.
 
Development Partners 

 • Encourage the Royal Government of Cambodia to make information/details on systematic
  land registration (SLR), the Land Register and Circular 03 publicly available and for
  implementation processes to be transparent and inclusive. 
 • Promote understanding among government partners that urban poor residents are an integral
  and important part of the development of Phnom Penh, rather than an obstacle. 
 • Work to create programming with a holistic approach to the urban poor, which includes land
  tenure, improved living conditions and creative solutions for those without possession rights. 
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MAPS OF URBAN POOR
SETTLEMENTS10
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ANNEX 12
Annex I: survey Form 

	 	 Urban	Poor	Settlement	Survey	in	Phnom	Penh	City

	 1.	 Introduction	of	NGO	and	individual	interviewer
  a. Hello!  My name is........and I work as a ........at Sahmakum Teang Tnaut (STT). 
  b. STT is an Non-Governmental Organisation (NGO) working with urban poor communities
       in Phnom Penh. 
  c. Our office is in Boeung Trabak.
  d. We assist communities to map out their communities, prioritise their needs, and advocate
       for their rights. 
 2.	 Purpose	of	survey	and	outcomes
  a. We are currently in the process of investigating general situation of urban settlement in
       Phnom Penh to highlight and update where the settlement is still regarded as the poor as
   well as to map those settlements visibly the trends over time.
  b. We hope to use this information to better understanding for poor settlements and
   development.
  c. We want to find out general information from community or settlement level on how the
   circumstances within their settlement and their community have changed.
  d. We will share the findings with the communities and settlements involved in the research
   project and we hope that community and settlement members will be able to use these
   findings to the benefit of their communities and settlements.
 3.	 Important	values	that	must	be	explained	to	all	participants
  a. Voluntary participation 
   i.    You do not have to participate in the survey.
   ii.   You can invite other member in settlement to participate or involve in this survey.
   iii.  If you participate and there are any questions that you are not comfortable answering,
         you may decline to answer.
  b. Informed consent – after explaining the organization and the research objectives, are you
   willing to participate in this survey? 

WE WoulD lIKE to EXprEss our GrAtItuDE to you For AGrEEInG to tAKE pArt In thIs survEy.
Do you hAvE Any QuEstIons For us BEForE WE BEGIn?

QID001: Interviewer: ______________________ QID002: Date of Interview: _____/_____/2013 

QID003: survey number:  ______________
QID004:	8	Khan	Survey	Code: ___________  Community code: ________________
QID005: GPS location X: ____________
                Y: ____________
QID006:	Area	of	settlement:	___________m2
Supervised by: __________ Checked by: _________________ Date of check: ____/____/2013
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Annex	II:	Additional	sheet	for	improved	settlements
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